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In-person trade show provides thousands of engineers with key
insights into smart manufacturing, evolving technologies and state-
of-the-art tools for assembly.—Jim Camillo

ABOUT THE COVER

With the pandemic easing, assemblers are optimistic about growth.
According to our 26th annual Capital Equipment Spending Survey, 43
percent of respondents will spend more on assembly technology next
year than they did this year, while only 16 percent expect to spend less.
Overall, we are forecasting a 20 percent increase in capital spending in
2021. Video courtesy geopaul, Creatas Video
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Sensitive Processes, Intelligently Automated

At six-second intervals, a highly automated line with three Stäubli robots assembles tire pressure
sensors—at a rate of 4 million units per year.

Collaborative Robots and Machine Tending: The Prosperous
Path Forward

This white paper takes an in-depth look at machine tending operations within today’s factories,
and how cobots help machine shops free up valuable personnel, increase capacity, and breathe
new life into idle equipment.

Solving Reshoring Challenges: Utilizing PDMS for Faster
Ramp-Up

Many companies are undergoing new reshoring efforts or moving projects between plants to gain
greater control and e�ciency.

Overhead power distribution, known as track
busway systems, are becoming the solution of
choice in manufacturing. Photo courtesy Starline

Reliability, Flexibility and Safety in
Manufacturing Power Distribution

Overhead power distribution, known as track busway systems, are
quickly becoming the solution of choice in manufacturing. Busways
have changed the way facilities supply electricity by forming a grid
above the production �oor.

ASSEMBLY WEBINARS

Manufacturing 2021-22: Looking
Back, Looking Forward

As we near entering year three of navigating both a
global pandemic and continued digital
transformation, we come together to re�ect on
challenges, achievement, progress and
opportunities. See how manufacturers have solved
problems and what how they’re rethinking
operations to meet demand and scale. This lively
roundtable discussion will examine where we’ve
been, where we’re going, and how to survive and
thrive in the year ahead.

Collaborative Robots: The
Optimal Choice for Precision
Applications

Manufacturing in the electronics, automotive and
aerospace industries demands precision and
accuracy to ensure consistent, high-quality products.
Whether it’s precision pick-and-place, welding,
soldering, screwdriving or sorting, most of these
tasks fall into the category of “dull, dirty or
dangerous” for human workers, making them ideal
for automation. Collaborative robots are known for
being lightweight and easy to program, but many
engineers do not know how well they perform in
precision applications. This webinar will focus on the
many aspects and real-world successes that cobots
are doing every day in those precision applications.

Ensuring high reliability in designing, building, and assembling products is principally an engineering challenge—but statistics plays a key role.
Photo courtesy ZF Friedrichshafen AG

How to Use Statistics to Improve Product Reliability

If you have ever shopped for a car, smartphone or dishwasher, chances are good that long-term, trouble-free
operation—in other words, high reliability—was among the top three traits you looked for. Reliability problems
can lead to everything from minor inconveniences to major disasters. Ensuring high reliability in designing,
building, and assembling products is principally an engineering challenge—but statistics plays a key role. This
webinar explains in a nontechnical manner how statistics is used in modern product reliability assurance. In
this era of Big Data and the Industrial Internet of Things, engineers have access to more data than ever. How
can that data inform product design? In this webinar, you will learn how statistics can play a role in design,
development, validation, manufacturing and �eld tracking for reliability assessment and improvement.

ASSEMBLY INFO CENTERS
Factory of the Future

The Industrial Internet of Things is transforming the world of manufacturing. Manufacturers are using
internet-enabled technologies to improve their operations, from the granular level of individual
manufacturing processes to the global level of worldwide supply chains. Here you’ll �nd information on the
latest smart automation technologies.

Smart Pressing Technology

Assembling one part to another usually requires a third material—screws, rivets or adhesives—but it doesn’t
have to. In fact, sometimes all you have to do is insert one part tightly into a hole in another part or bend, fold
or deform a feature on one part to capture the other. Here you’ll �nd information on how to get the most out
of servo-driven presses.

Sensor Solutions

Automation is dumb. It can only do what it's told, over and over again. Without a sense of sight or touch,
automated devices can’t know if parts are present. They can't tell if parts have been picked up successfully.
Here you'll �nd everything you need to know about sensors for automation.

Best Measurement Solutions for Manufacturing

Engineers rely on various sensors and systems to measure pressure, force, torque and acceleration. These
technologies are used to measure and analyze physical processes; develop, test and calibrate fastening
technology; optimize manufactured products; and monitor and control pressing and molding processes.
Learn about the latest technology here.

Ergonomic Lifting

For years, managers told assemblers to “work smarter, not harder.” However, this was easier said than done,
particularly for workers who have to lift heavy objects around their workstations. Now, assemblers can “lift
smarter and work easier,” thanks to a variety of cranes, hoists, intelligent assist devices and work
positioners.

ASSEMBLY PODCASTS
Ericsson North America Named a
Lighthouse Facility for Sustainable
Manufacturing

Bhushan Joshi, head of sustainability for Ericsson North America,
breaks down how the company designed its Smart Factory in
Lewisville, TX, to be innovative and groundbreaking from the very
start. Investing in technologies such as solar panels, augmented
realty and ice cooling systems have enabled the company to reduce
its energy costs and be kinder to the environment.

A Blueprint for Manufacturing

Ethan Karp, president and CEO of Magnet, a nonpro�t consulting for
manufacturing in Northeast Ohio, has devised a “Blueprint for
Manufacturing” and shares how anyone can use it as a roadmap to
success. The conversation goes in depth on how to implement the
steps and how you can download the blueprint right now! A must
listen for companies that are looking ahead at how to build a better
workforce, futureproof their factories, and more!

Ericsson North America’s assembly plant in Lewisville,
TX, has recently been named a lighthouse facility for
sustainable manufacturing. Photo courtesy Ericsson
North America

ASSEMBLY TV

ASSEMBLY Show 2021 Highlights

The 9th annual Assembly Show was held Oct. 26-28 at the
Donald E. Stephens Convention Center in Rosemont, IL.
Thousands of manufacturing engineers and managers came out
to see the latest assembly technologies offered by 211
exhibitors. Couldn’t make the event? Check out this video to see
what you missed.

MIT Offers Certi�cate Program in
Industry 4.0

Clara Piloto, director of digital and global programs at MIT
Professional Education, talks about the school’s new
postgraduate certi�cate program for smart manufacturing. She
shares details about what the course contains and how you will
bene�t from it. 

The 9th annual Assembly Show was held Oct. 26-28
at the Donald E. Stephens Convention Center in
Rosemont, IL.
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FROM THE EDITOR

Daughter Beats the Odds
Thanks to Heart Valve Die
Developed by her Mom’s
Employer

CONTACT
John

A s I write this, Thanksgiving is weeks away and Christmas is right around the corner. It’s a time to re�ect on what we’re
thankful for and what truly matters in life. In manufacturing—and business, in general—we tend to focus so much on getting

product out the door and meeting our numbers that we don’t often think about the impact our operations have on the lives of our
customers and employees. Sometimes, our operations can literally be the difference between life and death.

The following story is a case in point. It was sent in October by IMPACT Converting & Systems Solutions, a Michigan-based
manufacturer of cutting dies for the converting industry.

“In her 35-year career as business manager in one of IMPACT’s divisional of�ces, Sheri Robinson knew the company’s dies were
used to make products for everyday life. But IMPACT’s work beat the odds when its groundbreaking design for a heart valve die
saved her daughter’s life.

“Sheri’s daughter, Sarah Robinson, was born with a hole in her heart and a leaking valve. When she was 18 months old, she
underwent open-heart surgery to repair the hole and replace the valve. The procedure proved to be temporary, and Sarah and her
family knew she would need a replacement sometime in the future.

“Sarah’s temporary replacement valve allowed her to live an active lifestyle for many years. But in 2019, during her freshman year
of college, she began to feel tired and couldn’t climb stairs without becoming breathless, even though she was very �t and in
good physical shape from musical theatre, dance and other activities. She experienced rapid heartbeats and often felt as though
she would pass out. The time for a replacement had arrived.

“A few years earlier, IMPACT had been approached by a medical device manufacturer looking for a company to produce a die for
a specialized heart valve. Made with bovine tissue, the valve has many positive attributes, the most important of which was that it
could be inserted into a patient via catheter without the need for open-heart surgery.

“IMPACT created a steel rule die (SRD). While the part had dif�cult geometry and was compact—only about the size of a quarter
—IMPACT was able to cut it with an SRD die that had an acrylic base. SRD dies are made with multiple pieces.  This application
required 10 blade segments. Adjusting one spot could affect all other dimensions. While the prototype delivered an impressive 70
percent success rate, the tolerances were dif�cult to keep consistent, and the die’s lifespan was short due to corrosion over time.
IMPACT looked at other ways to improve.

“The answer was an Eagle die. Chemically etched and machine sharpened, an Eagle die can be built to cut virtually any shape.
 Additionally the Eagle Die can be used on a variety of platen presses as a stand-alone die or as an insert in an SRD. By
eliminating natural nicks where steel rule joints come together, the die delivers a consistent and repeatable cut with tight
tolerances. The die gives printers and converters the ability to cut detailed shapes that previously were not achievable or only
available through laser cutting.

“For the heart valve application, the one-piece machined part holds tighter tolerances and has a signi�cantly longer lifespan
than the SRD prototype. The Eagle die is able to produce the valves with a 100 percent success rate. The medical device
manufacturer had found its solution, and the valve earned FDA approval.

“Thanks to this technological development, Sarah’s second valve surgery was a transcatheter procedure instead of open-heart.
The valve was inserted through her leg, where a balloon-like device opened the artery and inserted the new valve.

“Today, Sarah has a new lease on life. She picked up her active lifestyle, while studying psychology and criminal justice at
Indiana University in South Bend. Upon graduation, she has plans to continue her education, pursuing a master’s program to
become a social worker.

“Sheri discovered the link between Sarah’s new valve and her workplace when she saw IMPACT’s name on Sarah’s emergency
medical alert card. ‘I knew IMPACT was a really well-respected company, but I never knew they made the die for Sarah’s valve,’
says Sheri. ‘IMPACT truly has heart. My employer saved my daughter’s life, too. I couldn’t be more grateful.’”

Manufacturing matters. What you do every day matters. Let’s all be thankful for that.

Illustration courtesy jes2ufoto, iStock / Getty Images Plus
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PRODUCTS

NEW AND NOTEWORTHY

Leak Tester for Lithium-Ion Battery Cells

The ELT3000 testing device detects even the smallest leak
in all types of lithium-ion battery cells, enabling battery
and automotive manufacturers to extend service life and
consistently meet �re safety requirements. The unit
consists of a gas detection system for electrolyte solvents
and a control unit for the gas �ows. A test chamber is also
required, with the supplier offering two different sizes. After
the battery is placed in the chamber, the test begins with
the push of a button. Using advanced mass-spectrometer
technology, the control unit generates a vacuum of a few
millibars absolute in the chamber to detect leaks up to
1,000 times smaller than those found using traditional test
methods. Displayed leak measurements follow
international metrology standards set by the U.S. National
Institute of Standards and Technology, and the German
Institute of Calibration.

In�con

315-434-1100

www.in�conautomotive.com

Spot UV Curing System

An upgrade to the OmniCure S2000 system, the OmniCure
S2000 Elite adds a new tool set to improve productivity,
usability and security. It also includes closed-loop
feedback control technology that automatically monitors
and maintains the optical output for a repeatable curing
process. The system provides fast, strong cures of UV
adhesives, resulting in rapid production, low manufacturing
costs and high-quality products. Its powerful 200-watt
lamp yields an output of up to 30 watts per square
centimeter and has a guaranteed lamp life of 2,000 hours
—although it typically reaches up to 4,000 hours. When
paired with the supplier’s R2000 radiometer, the system
provides precise light delivery on a broad range of
adhesives. Another key feature is a high-resolution 4.3-
inch diagonal LCD touchscreen with advanced graphical
user interface and wide-angle viewing of system
parameters and settings. Recommended applications
include medical devices, electronics, optoelectronics and
other precision assemblies.

Excelitas Technologies Corp.

847-537-4277  

www.excelitas.com

High-Precision Rotary Tables

Two high-precision models have been added to the A-630
series of low-pro�le, direct-drive rotary tables. These are
the A-634 (150-millimeter diameter) and A-638 (350-
millimeter diameter), both of which are cleanroom
compatible and require no lubrication. A large-aperture
model, the A-688, is also available for transmitted light
applications. Each table measures 60 millimeters high and
operates at a high speed up to 3,000 degrees per second.
The tables feature frameless, slotless and low-cogging
torque motors, as well as air bearings that have no
mechanical elements (such as rollers or slides). The
bearings deliver noncontact motion, improve �atness and
minimize wobble. They also make the tables ideal for
inspection, metrology, calibration and scanning of high-
end parts (i.e., infrared and precision optics, turbine blades,
shafts and bearings) in aerospace, aircraft, automotive,
semiconductors and photonics.

PI USA

508-832-3456

www.pi-usa.us

Welding Helmets

In dark (protected viewing) mode, the Ultraview Plus,
Klearview and Econoview welding helmets use “true color”
�lter optics to improve visibility and reduce eye strain of
welders. Switching time from clear to dark mode is
adjustable from 0.1 to 0.9 second. The helmets offer perfect
optical clarity (classi�cation of 1/1/1/1) and UV and infrared
ray protection, and feature a solar cell with backup battery
that has a three-year warranty. The Ultraview Plus model
has a viewing area of 12.93 square inches (3.94 by 3.28
inches), and it comes with any of three graphics (Emerald,
Eagle and Nebula) on the side. In contrast, the Klearview
offers a 9.3-square-inch view area (3.94 by 2.36 inches) and
is available with the Emerald design (shown). Econoview
helmets have the smallest viewing area of 5.56 square
inches (3.54 by 1.57 inches) and no design element. Also
available are programmable and standard lens cartridges,
lithium batteries, and interchangeable inside or outside
lens covers.

Weldcote Metals Inc.

704-739-4115

www.weldcotemetals.com
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ASSEMBLY LINES
GKN Automotive Receives 2021

‘Assembly Plant of the Year’ Award
ROSEMONT, IL—During the Assembly Show here,
ASSEMBLY magazine presented GKN Automotive
with the 2021 Assembly Plant of the Year award. The
company received an engraved crystal award and a
commemorative banner.

GKN’s state-of-the-art ePowertrain assembly plant in
Newton, NC, supplies all-wheel drive (AWD) systems
to BMW, Ford, General Motors and Stellantis facilities
in North America and internationally. The 505,000-
square-foot facility operates 14 assembly lines that
mass-produce more than 1.5 million units annually.

Popular vehicles equipped with AWD systems made
in Newton include the BMW X5, Cadillac XT6,
Chevrolet Traverse, Ford Explorer, GMC Acadia, Jeep
Compass and Maserati Ghibli. In addition to
supplying auto plants in Canada, Mexico and the
United States, the facility exports drivetrains to �nal
assembly lines in China, Germany, Italy, Russia,
South Africa, Spain and Taiwan.

The 2021 Assembly Plant of the Year award was presented to GKN
Automotive’s facility in Newton, NC. Pictured (left to right): Mike Fisher,
manufacturing engineer; Tim Nash, director of manufacturing engineering;
Andrew Smith, director of quality, risk and operations excellence; Marc Mueller,
plant director; Ken Greene, manufacturing engineer; Emil Naslund, engineering
manager; and James Lynch, manufacturing engineer. Photo by Austin Weber

Over the course of just a few years, GKN Newton has gone from underdog to best-in-show status. Along the way, it has earned
several quality excellence awards from customers such as Ford and GM.

The world-class plant was chosen for the 18th annual Assembly Plant of the Year award because of its successful use of
automation, continuous improvement, �exible production processes and quality controls.

Recent implementation of new technologies, aggressive process overhaul of existing systems, and a change in plant �oor
culture have contributed to the turnaround story and led to many accomplishments. Among other achievements, GKN Newton
has improved safety and product quality, while reducing scrap by up to 80 percent.

“Our plant has been on quite a journey over the last couple of years to make a lot of improvements across the business,” says
Marc Mueller, plant director. “We have a lot of great engineers and operators in Newton who work in a culture where people
really want to improve every day. This award gives us a lot of credibility inside our organization and with our customers.”

Nomination forms for the 2022 Assembly Plant of the Year award will be available on ASSEMBLY’s website next month.

Bosch and Carnegie Mellon Focus on Virtual vs. Physical World

PITTSBURGH—Engineers at Robert Bosch GmbH and
Carnegie Mellon University are collaborating on a
research project involving spatial computing. The goal is
to study how the virtual and physical worlds interact. The
initiative will examine new ways that technology such as
digital twins and augmented reality can be used in
manufacturing environments.

“Future computing in industrial environments is likely to
include a tight coupling between the real world and digital
content that enhances the real-world experience,” says
Anthony Rowe, Ph.D., a professor of electrical and
computer engineering at Carnegie Mellon. Bosch uses digital twin technology to  imporve productivity at its new

chip factory in Dresden, Germany. Photo courtesy Robert Bosch GmbH

“Through a combination of technologies such as augmented reality, virtual reality and extended reality (XR), spatial computing
will change the interaction between the physical and digital worlds through the overlay of virtual content on top of physical
environments,” explains Rowe.

“While the vision for spatial computing is promising, the reality is that these complex applications are di�cult to create and
remain largely decoupled from the physical world,” Rowe points out.

“[Our] collaboration in the area of spatial computing will examine how to better enable blended virtual and real-world
applications,” adds Thomas Kropf, president of Bosch Research and Advance Engineering. “This is an important step to…advance
the central �eld of spatial computing.

“The goal of the international team is to design and demonstrate an architecture for XR applications in the Industrial Internet of
Things (IIoT) context designed around safety, reliability and real-time performance,” says Kropf. “Bosch and Carnegie Mellon will
conduct research related to the industrial applications of spatial computing….This [will] include examining how an XR-
instrumented factory of the future could have workers, machines and manufactured elements all with a digital counterpart.”

Bosch is a leading player in Industry 4.0 and IIoT applications, as the company has demonstrated with factory of the future
concepts and application of arti�cial intelligence and data science in its factories around the world. For instance, Bosch facilities,
such as a new semiconductor plant in Dresden, Germany, use digital twin technology to improve productivity.

Telsonic Issues Ultrasonic Metal Welding
Guide for Wire Harness Assembly

BRONSCHHOFEN, Switzerland—Telsonic AG, a leading
supplier of ultrasonic welding equipment for assembly
applications, has produced a poster that covers
common wire splicing and wire termination welding
applications. Important quality and operational criteria
are highlighted using text and images, together with
test criteria and a useful table of wire sizes.

The large poster is based on existing industry
speci�cations and input from Telsonic customers.

“Access to this user-friendly guide will enhance
con�dence in the operation of ultrasonic technology for
metal welding, which in turn will enhance consistency
and quality on every application,” says Gustavo Garcia-
Cota, managing director of Telsonic.

This poster covers common wire splicing and wire termination welding
applications. Illustration courtesy Telsonic AG

“Wire harness assembly manufacturers must adhere strictly to industry standards if the highest levels of quality are to be
attained and maintained,” notes Garcia-Cota. “The current standards for ultrasonic wire splicing and termination have been
developed globally by both industry OEMs and their Tier One suppliers. Recent standards starting to be used commonly are
SAE/USCAR 45 for wire splicing and SAE/USCAR 38 for wire termination.

“There are several opportunities to follow best practice guidelines for ultrasonic welding—initially during trials in the laboratory
and ultimately in the production environment where process validation takes place,” explains Garcia-Cota. “Necessary
information and easily accessible visual display for quick reference can be very effective for [both assemblers and engineers].”

To obtain a copy of the “Ultrasonic Metal Welding Quality Guidelines” poster, email sales.boston@telsonic.com.

Volkswagen Tests 5G Technology at Smart Factories

WOLFSBURG, Germany—Volkswagen AG is experimenting
with 5G technology at its assembly plants here and in
Dresden. The pilot project will test whether the next-
generation communication system meets the demanding
requirements of vehicle production. A dedicated 5G radio
frequency will be used to safeguard secure, delay-free
transmission of data.

“In implementing our Accelerate strategy, we are working at
full speed to transform our sites into smart factories,” says
Christian Vollmer, member of the board of management
responsible for production and logistics at Volkswagen. “Our
goal is to continuously optimize our production and make it
even more e�cient and �exible.

“We believe that 5G technology has great potential for
innovation, from the use of intelligent robots and driverless
transportation systems to networked control of plant
machinery in real time up to wireless software �ashing of
manufactured vehicles,” explains Vollmer.

Volkswagen is experimenting with 5G technology at its assembly
plants in Dresden and Wolfsburg, Germany. Photo courtesy
Volkswagen AG

There are already around 5,000 robots in use at Volkswagen’s �agship plant in Wolfsburg, as well as many other machines and
systems. According to Vollmer, secure, delay-free transmission of data will be required in the future to control and monitor this
equipment.

Latency—the time it takes for data to be sent through a network—is signi�cantly reduced with 5G technology. It provides
extremely short latency times of up to 1 millisecond, data transmission rates in the gigabit range and considerable reliability even
with high utilization.

One scenario that will be tested in the pilot phase under real-life laboratory conditions in Wolfsburg is the wireless upload of data
to manufactured vehicles. With ever higher levels of digitization and fully connected vehicles, the production process requires
large amounts of data to be transmitted to cars. 5G makes it possible to perform this much faster and at any time during the
production process.

“E�cient wireless communication in real time will be crucial for �exible production in the future,” says Beate Hofer, CIO of the
Volkswagen Group. “5G has the potential to be one such driver of the Industrial Internet of Things. Our aim is to build up
extensive experience in the operation and industrial use of 5G technology.”

Volkswagen is setting up and operating the local 5G infrastructure itself, using network equipment supplied by Nokia.
Interference-free, high-availability wireless transmission requires a dedicated frequency that will be used exclusively by
Volkswagen for production purposes.

Factories Around the World Continue to Install Robots

FRANKFURT, Germany—Industrial robot applications continue
to be implemented at a fast pace. According to data compiled
by the International Federation of Robotics (IFR), 3 million
machines are now in use in factories around the world, an
increase of 10 percent over 2020.

The World Robotics 2021 report claims that sales of new
robots grew slightly at 0.5 percent, despite the global
coronavirus pandemic, with 384,000 units shipped globally in
2020. This is the third most successful year in history for the
robotics industry, following 2018 and 2017.

“The economies in North America, Asia and Europe did not
experience their Covid-19 low point at the same time,” says
Milton Guerry, president of IFR. “Order intake and production in
the Chinese manufacturing industry began surging in the
second quarter of 2020. The North American economy
started to recover in the second half of 2020, and Europe
followed suit a little later.

Manufacturers around the world continue to invest heavily in
robotics technology. Photo courtesy Daimler AG

“Global robot installations are expected to rebound strongly and grow by 13 percent to 435,000 units in 2021, thus exceeding the
record level achieved in 2018,” reports Guerry, who also serves as president of Schunk Inc. “Installations in North America are
expected to increase by 17 percent to almost 43,000 units.

“Installations in Europe are expected to grow by 8 percent to almost 73,000 units, adds Guerry. “Robot installations in Asia are
expected to exceed the 300,000-unit mark and add 15 percent to the previous year’s result. Almost all Southeast Asian markets
are expected to grow by double-digit rates in 2021.”

According to Guerry, Asia remains the world’s largest market for industrial robots, where 71 percent of all newly deployed robots
in 2020 were installed. Installations for the region’s largest adopter, China, grew strongly by 20 percent with 168,400 units
shipped. This is the highest value ever recorded for a single country.

Industrial robot installations in Europe were down by 8 percent to 67,700 units in 2020. This was the second year of decline,
following a peak of 75,560 units in 2018. Demand from the automotive industry dropped by another 20 percent, while demand
from the general industry was up by 14 percent.

Germany had a share of 33 percent of the total installations in Europe, followed by Italy (13 percent) and France (8 percent). The
number of installed robots in Germany remained at about 22,300 units in 2020.

The United States is the largest industrial robot user in the Americas, with a share of 79 percent of the region’s total installations,
followed by Mexico (9 percent) and Canada (7 percent).

New installations in the U.S. slowed down by 8 percent in 2020. This was the second year of decline following eight years of
growth. While the automotive industry demanded substantially fewer robots in 2020 (10,494 units), installations in the electrical
and electronics industry grew by 7 percent to 3,710 units.

The IFR report claims that overall expectations for the North American market are very positive. A strong recovery is currently in
progress and the return to pre-crisis levels of industrial robot installations can be expected for 2021, with installations expected
to grow by 17 percent.
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THEME SUSTAINABLE MANUFACTURING

The Volvo Group has unveiled the world’s �rst vehicle—a load carrier used in mining and quarrying—that is made from steel produced without
fossil fuels. Photo courtesy Volvo Group

Mining Vehicle Made of Steel Produced
Without Fossil Fuels

THINGS5

1
In October, the Volvo Group unveiled the world’s �rst vehicle—a load carrier used in mining and quarrying—that is made from steel
produced without fossil fuels.

The steel was made by SSAB, a steel producer based in Stockholm. The company’s new HYBRIT steel-making process—a
contraction of hydrogen breakthrough iron-making technology—replaces fossil fuels both in the production of iron pellets that are
the key ingredient of steel, and in the removal of oxygen from the iron by replacing carbon and coke with green hydrogen.

The load carrier is the �rst of several concept vehicles and components that Volvo will introduce next year to demonstrate the
viability of the new green steel.

Volvo is aiming to achieve net zero value chain greenhouse gas emissions by 2040. Along with the electri�cation of its vehicles
and machines, Volvo hopes to reduce the carbon footprint of its entire supply chain.

Steelmaking is estimated to be responsible for 7 to 9 percent of global emissions of carbon dioxide. Making 1 ton of steel
produces about 1.8 tons of carbon dioxide. The bulk of these emissions come from the process in which coal is used as the
source of carbon that removes oxygen from iron ore.

SSAB aims to deliver fossil-free steel to the market at a commercial scale in 2026 and then gradually convert all its operations
and become a fossil-free company latest in 2045.

In September, SSAB announced that it is working with global Tier 1 supplier Faurecia to explore the development of fossil-fuel-
free advanced high-strength steel for automotive seating. Cargotec, a manufacturer of forklifts and other cargo-handling
equipment, is also looking into integrating SSAB’s green steel into its products.

2
Apple has joined Sustainable Semiconductor Technologies and Systems, a new research program dedicated to reducing the environmental
impact of the semiconductor manufacturing process. Photo courtesy IMEC

Apple Searches for Sustainable
Semiconductors

In October, Apple Inc. announced that it has joined Sustainable Semiconductor Technologies and Systems (SSTS), a new
research program launched by the Belgian R&D organization Interuniversity Microelectronics Centre (IMEC), to reduce the
environmental impact of the semiconductor manufacturing process.

SSTS will use models and greenhouse gas footprint analyses to help the integrated circuit (IC) industry cut back on its ecological
footprint as part of the global �ght against climate change, resources depletion and pollution.

Research has shown that close to 75 percent of a mobile device’s carbon footprint, for example, can be attributed to its
manufacture, with almost half of that resulting from the processes needed to make the device’s ICs.

SSTS will aim to inform partners of the environmental impact of certain early-stage choices, drawing on IMEC’s research on
infrastructure and machinery. Founded in 1984, IMEC employs a team of 5,000 and conducts R&D in semiconductor and system
scaling, silicon photonics, arti�cial intelligence, wireless communications and sensing technologies.

Apple has separately committed to becoming carbon neutral by 2030.

“Many systems companies are carbon neutral today for their corporate footprints and have expressed the ambition to have their
entire carbon footprint to net zero by 2030. They are very committed to achieving that goal, yet often lack the data to [assess the
impact of their] IC parts from end-to-end. That is where IMEC comes in,” says IMEC CEO Luc Van den hove. “We have that data,
and we are ready to support the industry with all necessary insights, tools, instruments and numbers.”

A recent paper by Harvard researchers showed that information and computing technology could account for as much as 20
percent of global energy demand by 2030, with chip manufacturing responsible for the bulk of that footprint. In 2019, Intel’s chip
fabrication plants used more than three times as much water as Ford plants and created more than twice as much hazardous
waste. Similarly, Taiwanese chip manufacturer TSMC is expected to consume more than 7 percent of all the electricity produced
in Taiwan annually within the next few years.

3
Researchers at the Fraunhofer Institute in Germany have used carbon dioxide and recycled material to make polyurethane in a
more sustainable way. The new process also avoids the use of toxic materials known as isocyanates, enabling safer production
and biocompatibility.

Polyurethane is used in a wide variety of products, including mattress foam, packaging, elastic material for sporting goods,
sealants, paints, adhesives, construction foam and intravenous catheters.

Instead of using fossil fuels, such as oil or natural gas as a carbon source, the researchers used carbon dioxide and polyurethane
recyclates.   

“This way, we can recycle the carbon and ensure that a lower amount of damaging carbon dioxide is released into the
atmosphere,” says project coordinator Christoph Herfurth, Ph.D.

The team replaced isocyanates, which are normally used alongside chain extenders and polyols, with dicarbamate. “The
polyurethane we produce in this way can also be certi�ed as biocompatible,” says Herfurth.

The process, which is already being used, requires high pressures and temperatures. The researchers are working on ways to
optimize the technique to make it more e�cient and industrially feasible. The team is also working on more sustainable agents
for foaming the polyurethanes.

The polyurethane used to mold this medical device was made using carbon dioxide and without toxic isocyanates. Photo
courtesy Fraunhofer IAP

Carbon Dioxide Used in Sustainable
Polyurethane Production

4
This 516-kilowatt, ground-mounted photovoltaic solar array at GM’s Factory Zero in Hamtramck, MI, is an example of GM’s commitment to green
energy. Photo courtesy General Motors

GM Set to Reach 100 Percent Renewable Energy in the US Five
Years Ahead of Schedule

In September, General Motors announced that it plans to source 100 percent renewable energy to power its U.S. sites by 2025—
�ve years earlier than previously announced and 25 years ahead of its initial target, which was set in 2016. By accelerating its
renewable energy goal, GM aims to avoid 1 million metric tons of carbon emissions that would have been produced between
2025 and 2030.

“We know climate action is a priority and every company must push itself to decarbonize further and faster,” says GM Chief
Sustainability O�cer Kristen Siemen. “That’s what we are doing by aiming to achieve 100 percent renewable energy �ve years
earlier in the U.S.”

Earlier this year, GM announced its science-based targets, as well as plans to become carbon neutral in its global products and
operations by 2040, aligned with the aspiration to eliminate tailpipe emissions from new light-duty vehicles by 2035. The
company has committed to invest $35 billion in electric and autonomous vehicles and plans to introduce more than 30 electric
vehicle models globally by 2025.

Sourcing renewable energy is a critical component of GM’s plans to decarbonize its portfolio. As it works toward ful�lling its
climate commitments, the company is focusing its renewable energy efforts on four pillars:

Additionally, GM announced that it is collaborating with PJM Interconnection, a regional transmission organization, and Timber
Rock, a technology-enabled energy company, to track the real-time carbon emissions at GM’s facilities associated with electricity
use.

This carbon tracking initiative enables GM to make strategic decisions about its energy consumption based on the carbon output
of the grid at a given time. When the power being supplied consists mostly of that produced via fossil fuels, GM can make
informed decisions about tapping into stored renewable energy or reduce the amount of power being consumed.

The initiative is expected to eventually expand to include the carbon emissions associated with customers’ electric vehicles,
allowing GM to understand the fuller scope of the emissions it aims to address and helping the company decide where to invest
renewable energy efforts to achieve the greatest impact beyond its own operations.

Increasing energy e�ciency. GM’s energy goals begin with reducing energy consumption by improving energy e�ciency.
For 10 years, GM has been awarded the EPA Energy Star Sustained Excellence Award for its energy e�ciency efforts.

Sourcing renewables. While it works to minimize the amount of energy required to run its facilities, GM also sources
renewable energy through direct investment, green tariffs and power purchase agreements. This is the main avenue
through which GM will achieve its renewable energy goal.

Addressing intermittency. GM is creating technology to store renewable energy over the medium and long term, so its
power consumption is not disrupted by external �uctuations.

Policy advocacy. Policy efforts are essential to expand transmission, create microgrids that help deploy renewable energy,
and enable markets to price this energy effectively.

5In October, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) released an update on the progress of its Better Buildings, Better Plants
program. The report highlights more than 250 manufacturers and water utilities that have introduced energy e�ciency and

decarbonization measures, cumulatively saving $9.3 billion in energy costs and 1.9 quadrillion British thermal units (BTUs)—more
energy than the state of Wisconsin consumes in a year. Some 3,5000 manufacturing facilities nationwide are part of the DOE’s

Better Plants program, including Ford, Nissan, Toyota and Ingersoll-Rand.

$9.3 Billion
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ASSEMBLY IN ACTION
Sensata Takes Smarter Approach
to Sensor Production
Every process change made by a manufacturer brings with it one
or more unique challenges. Consider, for example, the challenges
involved when switching from manual or pneumatic presses to
servo models for low-force-pressing applications.

Some manufacturers continue to use the older models as a
backup during the transition, while others use them for less-
critical applications. Sensor and electronic-controls manufacturer
Sensata Technologies Inc. is taking a completely different
approach, thanks to the Smart Function Kit (SMF) from Bosch
Rexroth.

For the past year or so, SMF has enabled Sensata to cost-
effectively produce 1,000 or 10,000 versions of a sensor in small
batches on one assembly line, rather than several. These sensors
are used in the manufacturer’s rotary encoders, which determine
position and distance in products like self-propelled transport
shuttles.

On the assembly line, the sensor’s PCB and disc are placed in a
housing and �xed with a lid. The SMF electromechanical cylinder,
in turn, quickly, precisely and reliably presses three distance bolts
into the housing �ange to join both components. The cylinder has
a force range from 2 to 30 kilonewtons, with an accuracy of ±0.02
millimeter.

Also included in the kit are a force sensor, a servomotor, a drive
controller and an industrial PC with intuitive HMI software. The
software performs automatic parameterization of the servo drive,
and it also acts as a support wizard to ensure fast, easy
commissioning. It is device-independent, runs on any browser
and can be operated via tablet.

The Smart Function Kit from Bosch Rexroth has enabled Sensata
to cost-effectively produce 1,000 or 10,000 versions of a sensor
in small batches on this assembly line. Photo courtesy Sensata
Technologies Inc.

Separate linear motion software, called LinSelect, helps engineers select and size the correct kit for an application. After the end-
user selects the proper-size components, he downloads CAD �les for each component and designs the system with an online
con�gurator. This desired con�guration is then ordered via the Bosch e-shop, with all components being delivered as one
complete package.

A key bene�t of SMF for Sensata engineers is being able to use visual programming instead of coding line by line. This involves
selecting prede�ned software blocks and creating a sequential work�ow via drag and drop, according to Marc Hubsch,
engineering manager in the encoders division at Sensata.

To de�ne the individual processes in the joining procedure, the engineers simply enter the associated parameters. Overall
engineering time is reduced by up to 95 percent.

“For monitoring purposes, status information and process results, including a force displacement curve, are shown and recorded
live,” says Hubsch. “All data is transferred straight to our IT system, where it is stored and analyzed for quality assurance
purposes. This means much greater transparency during production.”

To further simplify line engineering, Sensata operates the
XM21 embedded control and TS 2plus modular transfer
systems from Bosch Rexroth. The latter system features
modules that can be combined in multiple ways to
increase manufacturing �exibility.

Looking ahead, Hubsch says Sensata hopes to increase
the number of sensor types on the line. There are also
plans to duplicate the line and install it at other
international sites. Bosch, meanwhile, is looking to further
develop the kit’s intuitive software by adding a module for
predictive maintenance.

Introduced in 2019, SMFs improve assembly and testing
productivity in a wide range of applications. These include
press-�tting bearings in housings, crimping cables and
hoses, bending and embossing plastic parts, and
performing various measurement and test procedures.

For more information, call 800-739-7684 or visit
www.boschrexroth.com.

Sensata makes a wide range of rotary encoders, including incremental,
absolute and functional. Photo courtesy Sensata Technologies Inc.

A New Era of 3D Metal Printing
Begins at Blackland Razors
An increased concern for personal appearance is
leading to an increased need for razors in a big
way. In fact, researchers are projecting the global
razor market to surpass $22 billion by 2030.

Companies like Blackland Razors are looking to
bene�t from this growth over the next several
years. Founded in 2015, Blackland makes razors
primarily from stainless steel. The company ran a
successful Kickstarter campaign in August 2015
and began selling directly to consumers in January
2016.

Blackland is using the 3DEO Manufacturing Cloud platform to design and produce
an advanced safety razor, the Era, which is expected to launch before the end of
2021. Photo courtesy 3DEO

“We launched with one razor, the Blackbird, and have since expanded our product offerings to include four additional razor
platforms with a slew of material and �nish options,” explains  Shane Swartzlander, owner and founder of Blackland Razors. “Our
all-metal, design-focused razors are made to incredibly high standards here in the USA.”

All of the company’s early products are still manufactured with CNC machines. But, since early 2020, Blackland has been using
3DEO’s 3D metal printers and Manufacturing Cloud platform to design and produce Blackland’s advanced safety razor, the Era,
which is expected to launch before the end of 2021.

“3D printing has been a vital part of Blackland’s product development process from the beginning,” notes Swartzlander. “Every
razor we create always begins with extensive prototyping via plastic 3D printing, so we are comfortable with 3D printing as a
technology. We learned about 3DEO through a trade publication and soon realized that its focus on high-precision small parts
would be perfect for our [Era razor] application. Partnering with 3DEO will help us [improve product performance and quality, but]
at a much lower price point for our customers.”

According to Swartzlander, the printers and platform enable Blackland
engineers to create the Era with 10 distinct variants and an innovative head
design that is versatile enough to provide a close shave on any user. He
claims that 3DEO’s hybridized printing technology produces razors of a
quality equal to those made by CNC machines, but at less than half the cost
—regardless of quantity.

Traditional CNC machining requires the production of a large quantity of
each part variant to be cost-effective. But, Blackland doesn’t necessarily
need an equally large number of each variant since the demand for each
version can vary greatly.

In that situation, the company would be forced to either pay for and store
mass quantities of parts, or scale down the number of variants to only those
that would sell best, according Swartzlander. Fortunately, equipment from
3DEO lets Blackland 3D print any number of each variant on a monthly basis
at the same cost. This bene�t applies whether the company needs to print
just 50 of one variant and 500 of another.

Another equipment bene�t is it removes geometry restrictions inherent to
CNC machining. For the Era, Blackland engineers were able to create an
extended overhang that is nearly impossible or cost prohibitive to machine.

“This [design] feature provides best-in-class blade clamping for our razors,
resulting in a signi�cantly more stable and reliable shave,” continues
Swartzlander. “No other razor at this price point can boast this level of blade
clamping.”

Initially, Blackland printed the Era razor on a small scale to better work
through production and ful�llment kinks. The company has since scaled up
production to thousands of units per month as it moves closer to the market-
release date. Swartzlander says Blackland also has additional razors in the
planning stage that will use 3DEO equipment and processes.

For more information, call 844-496-3825 or visit www.3deo.co.

The Era razor will come in 10 distinct variants and
feature an innovative head design that is versatile
enough to provide a close shave on any user. Photo
courtesy Blackland Razors

Laser-Based Tracker and Projector Improve Yacht Hull Assembly

On the water, yachts and superyachts are wonderful to
look at and be aboard. But, in the factory, these vessels
present a major assembly challenge: Accurately
positioning, aligning and joining the large, composite
components of the hull.

Sunseeker International, based in Poole, England, has
been manufacturing yachts and superyachts since 1969.
However, it wasn’t until 2019 that the company found a
better way to complete this di�cult task.

That year, Stuart Jones, composite development
manager at Sunseeker, had FARO UK perform an onsite
demonstration of its Vantage laser tracker (a coordinate

measuring machine) and TracerM laser projector at the
Sunseeker plant. He was so impressed that, shortly
afterward, he ordered one tracker and four projectors. Workers at Sunseeker use the Vantage laser tracker to accurately

position components on the boat’s hull. Photo courtesy FARO
Technologies Inc.

“Having previously utilized conventional, time-consuming means of measurement and inspection, we made a quantum leap with
the Vantage tracker,” explains Jones. “We are now able to rapidly and accurately capture the 3D base geometry of [all]
components and ensure that they adhere to the designs [we] generate [using] our in-house design and manufacturing software.
This data is used by the projectors to project various templates and location positions onto our hulls [to ensure] the precise �tting
of key components during build.”

Sunseeker also uses the tracker to accurately compare many other yacht components against their original software models.
According to Jones, the tracker’s light weight, portability and robust construction allow it to be brought to suppliers to assist them
in component measurement so they can make the relevant recti�cation measures when needed.

“Many of our parts have tight tolerances, and the tracker lets us accurately detect and quantify any de�ection or change in the
geometrical shape of components that could cause later assembly issues,” says Jones. “The precise data gathered by the
tracker [allows us] to take early corrective actions and avoid more problematic issues later in the build process.”

As for the TracerM projectors, Jones is quite impressed with their capability to variably focus over a range of from 1.8 to 15.2
meters. Sunseeker workers use the projectors to project precise, virtual templates that enable individual datum to be marked.
This process ensures the accurate location of critical components such as bulkheads, longitudinal elements, stringers and
engine beds.

“The [main] bene�t of the projections is we are able to quickly and accurately complete the ‘right-�rst-time’ positioning of these
important features in all three dimensions,” notes Jones. “The precision we achieve at this stage in establishing an accurate,
solid base of a boat’s build provides many bene�ts later in the process.”

One such bene�t is reduced build times. Jones points to the installation of wire-looms on deck liners as an example of
eliminating a production bottleneck and shortening production by two days.

“Previously, two people would have manually [measured] out the cable routes with a tape measure and marked their routes with

marker pens, returning later to then �t the looms in situ,” says Jones. “Now, our TracerM projects a wire-loom design model onto
the deck liner surface, and the cable mounts and looms are �tted in one rapid, accurate procedure. This avoids problems such as
cable pinching during �nal assembly.”

Steve Efford, manufacturing engineering manager at
Sunseeker, says the company’s FARO equipment
investment has not only reduced inspection cycle
times by 50 to75 percent and optimized plant
productivity. It has also sparked new thoughts for
additional tracking and projecting opportunities in
future projects.

For more information on laser-based measuring and
projecting equipment, call 800-736-0234 or visit
www.faro.com.

Based in Poole, England, Sunseeker has been manufacturing yachts and
superyachts since 1969. Photo courtesy Sunseeker International
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MIND YOUR P's AND Q's

W e take for granted that our supply chains will deliver the products we desire, or at least we once did. We don’t care about
their complexity. How could there be complexity? They have always delivered reliably. Products move easily and readily

from manufacturers to intermediaries to store shelves. Our shelves are nearly always well stocked.

But then, along comes a pandemic and work disruptions. Suddenly, all of that supply chain e�ciency is out the window. Even
worse, COVID has not been a momentary hitch in the supply chain, but an ongoing complication.

Moreover, COVID hasn’t been the only problem to disrupt our supply chains. Earlier this year, an ice storm in Texas and a �re at
Renesas Electronics’ semiconductor factory in Naka, Japan, put a major crimp in the world’s supply of microchips. The shortage
has affected numerous industries, including appliances, consumer electronics and LED lighting. Automotive OEMs, which rely on
such chips to control everything from engines to infotainment systems, have been forced to drastically curtail production.

The shortage has even affected me personally. I used to play bass in a band back in the ’80s, and I’ve begun playing again
consistently. (Thank you, work from home!) I purchased a wireless set which allows me to play untethered. This was great!
However, the product had a design �aw, and it quit working in short order. Fortunately, the company was happy to �x the problem
at no cost, and I shipped it back. However, due to the chip shortage, I had to wait �ve months for the replacement part.

Starting and stopping a supply chain is not like starting and stopping a car. Much planning goes into starting up a manufacturing
line or transitioning from one product to another. Suddenly stopping production, while demand remains, creates a backlog of
orders. It’s a lot like trying to bail out a boat while water is still �owing into it. Once manufacturers and their suppliers get behind,
they remain behind until output increases or demand decreases.

Manufacturers can mitigate supply chain disruptions in many ways. They can rethink inventory levels. They can reshore or near-
shore production. They can diversify their supply base or partner with a logistics expert. Needless to say, planning ahead is
critical. Have you conducted a supply chain vulnerability audit lately?

Dozens of microchips are used in everything from brake systems to air bag controls. Illustration courtesy Bosch
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Starting and stopping a supply chain 
is not like starting and stopping a car.

The March of Technology

Manufacturers can also mitigate supply chain disruptions by rethinking their product designs. Do cars, appliances and other
products really need to be so complex? Lots of technologies can add to a product’s feature set, but they can also make our
products less reliable and our supply chains more vulnerable to disruption.

To be sure, some consumers prefer to have the latest technology, even if the functional difference between the old model and
the new one is not appreciable. Similarly, some automotive OEMs want to be seen in the marketplace as providers of high-tech
vehicles. However, most automakers and consumers don’t feel that way. Why should automotive OEMs even care about Moore’s
Law?

A business based upon technology for the sake of technology is perhaps not very sound. Developing new products is costly,
time-consuming and fraught with risks. Technology that works does not necessarily need to be changed because it is seemingly
obsolete. By what standard has it become obsolete? If an existing integrated circuit (IC) meets customer expectations, how can
a smaller circuit or a new chip making process make the older component obsolete?

That question is at the root of the automotive industry’s current chip shortage dilemma. The industry has come to rely on the
latest chips from the newest fabs. Dozens of them are used in everything from brake systems to air bag controls. Now, they
have become choke points. Ironically, “obsolete” chip technologies once reigned supreme in these applications. These “ancient”
chips, comparatively simple transistors for the day, are far too primitive to be used in high-tech devices, such as smartphones
and televisions. But, they were plentiful and easy to make.

I would submit that customers buy products to solve some perceived need. That need seldom identi�es speci�c ICs, but rather
speci�c functional and performance attributes. Those are what should point engineers to speci�c ICs.

A vehicle electrical system contains numerous electronic control units (ECUs). This network of controllers works together to
provide various vehicle functions. There are many orchestrated interactions. These interactions start as descriptions from
systems engineering and lead eventually to speci�c component requirements. The systems engineering description often
includes the environmental conditions to which the product will be subjected. Vehicle-grade ICs are different from those used in
consumer electronics. A phone is not subjected to the same amount of heat as engine components, for example.

The issue is that reliability is of enormous concern to automakers. The vast majority of chip-dependent systems in cars are
crucial for safety. Those chips are required to perform at peak e�ciency without regard to conditions such as temperature,
humidity, dirt and vibration.

In the best of cases, delivering a new vehicle to the market is not a short-term proposition. Connecting vehicle development to IC
development can be a costly proposition. I know this from experience.

An automotive OEM was developing a new component for its range of vehicles. Development of the component was concurrent
with development of the IC by the supplier. We produced several prototypes of the component, tested and explored to mature
our design. Just as our design was becoming mature enough for production, the IC manufacturer ended the project to produce
the chip.

Suddenly, the OEM had to rework the design, change components, and go through another round of prototypes and testing. The
design change affected more than just the hardware; it affected the software, as well. The software was for a speci�c hardware
and IC platform. The �rst chip we chose had more on-board memory, both volatile and nonvolatile. Without that chip, our design
would need to have external memory, addressing schemes, and software for accessing the memory. We didn’t have to entirely
rewrite the code, but we did have to do another round of comprehensive software testing as well as electromagnetic
compatibility checks.

Vehicles are expensive to develop and manufacture. The cost of failure in the �eld can be high. At best, recalls and rework can
be costly. At worst, �eld failures can be deadly. Given product complexity and manufacturing capability, it is clearly prudent to
spend considerable time and effort on design veri�cation testing and process veri�cation testing.

In short, a prudent product design can help mitigate the risk of supply chain disruptions, and a well-managed supply chain can
help mitigate the risk of delays in new product introduction. Each in�uences the other.

About the Author
The author of numerous books on project management, Jon has held engineering and management positions at Volvo Trucks,
PACCAR and other companies. Email Jon at jon.quigley@valuetransform.com
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Lotus Cars Ltd. has been famous for cutting-edge
technology for more than 60 years. For decades, the
British company founded by legendary engineer Colin
Chapman was synonymous with Formula 1 motor
racing.

During the 1960s and 1970s, sleek Lotus race cars
piloted by an all-star lineup of drivers such as Jimmy
Clark, Graham Hill, Jochen Rindt, Emerson Fittipaldi and
Mario Andretti dominated the racing world. Along the
way, the company pioneered things such as
aerodynamic wings, ground effects and lightweight
materials.

Lotus also dabbled with road cars as a way to support
its racing team (a concept it borrowed from archrival
Ferrari). In recent years, however, the company has
focused its attention on high-performance sports cars.

The low-volume automaker recently announced that it
plans to launch a new family of electric vehicles that will
feature cutting-edge lightweight chassis technology.
However, while EVs are the future, Lotus engineers
aren’t ready to give up on the internal combustion
engine (ICE) just yet. In fact, they’re gearing up for one
last hurrah in the ICE era with the new Emira, a mid-
engine model due to go into production early next year.

“The Emira is a game-changer for [us],” says Matt
Windle, managing director of Lotus Cars. “It stands as a
beacon of everything we have achieved to date in the
transformation of the business, the embodiment of our
progress. It is a highly signi�cant milestone on our path
to becoming a truly global performance car brand.

“The Emira has been developed on a new lightweight
bonded aluminum chassis, technology pioneered by
Lotus and which remains an intrinsic part of the
company’s sports car DNA,” explains Windle.

The built-to-order Emira will be the �rst all-new Lotus
sports car to be delivered under Vision80, a strategic
plan that is guiding the transformation of Lotus as it
moves toward its 80th anniversary in 2028.

New Production Philosophy

To produce the Emira, Lotus recently retooled its
�agship factory in Hethel, which is located 110 miles
northeast of London. It installed automated guided
vehicles (AGVs), robots and other state-of-the-art
automation to improve productivity and �exibility. The
entire production facility is also powered by 100 percent
renewable electricity.

“By the end of the year, [our entire] sports car
manufacturing facilities and processes will be either
new or vastly improved,” says David Hewitt, executive
director of operations at Lotus Cars. “This will give us
solid foundations to maintain our leadership in the
rapidly changing low-volume automotive assembly
industry.

“The move to a part-robotized production [system] is the
right one for Lotus, as we launch the Emira,” notes
Hewitt. “Everything is about repeatability and e�ciency
to drive quality. Our workforce is incredibly skilled, and
robots [will] help them deliver the consistency we need
at the volume we need.

“Our cars will remain ‘Handmade in Hethel,’ though our
people will be supported by new processes and
technologies that will only enhance e�ciency and build
quality,” Hewitt points out. “It is a best of both worlds
solution.”

To automate its factory, Lotus turned to the Dürr Group,
which offers an open, modular approach to automobile
production. Dürr calls this strategy NEXT.assembly. It
integrates all of the company’s technology into a one-
stop system aimed at enabling manufacturers to
assemble vehicles as e�ciently as possible.

“Car manufacturers are rethinking traditional production
line concepts,” says Darren Ashore, managing director of
Dürr Ltd. “They are constantly striving for higher
e�ciency, more �exibility and a reduction in the number
of production stops, while keeping production losses to
a minimum.

“Large scale, rigid production lines requiring signi�cant
amounts of expensive conveyor systems do not give the
�exibility or scalability required by many manufacturers
today,” claims Ashore. “In particular, low-volume
manufacturers are often looking for solutions that
enable them to easily scale up production as they grow.

“The Lotus assembly process is generally more manual,
with longer cycle times than [typically seen in high-
volume production applications, such as pickup trucks or
sport utility vehicles],” explains Ashore. “Lotus sports
cars are made of composite materials that require
bonding, as opposed to traditional welding techniques.

Automation Helps Lotus
Zoom Ahead
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The Emira is a mid-engine sports car due to go into production
early next year. Photo courtesy Lotus Cars Ltd.

Colin Chapman (center) was a legendary engineer obsessed
with using lightweight materials. Photo courtesy Lotus Cars
Ltd.

The Lotus factory and test track are located in Hethel,
England. Photo courtesy Lotus Cars Ltd.

Lotus recently installed automated guided vehicles to improve
productivity and �exibility on its assembly line. Photo courtesy
Lotus Cars Ltd.

“The Lotus layout is similar to other low-volume facilities, but is typically on a smaller scale, with only one model being processed
in a loop con�guration with less process stations,” says Ashore. “Use of AGVs with variable height capability enables different
build processes to be undertaken within one workstation. It also means that production process changes can be
relatively easily implemented to facilitate the launch of new models.”

Lotus did not use any AGVs in the past. In fact, the previous assembly line did not have any process conveyors and was based
on a trolley with manual index.

“Lotus originally requested a transportation system utilizing an overhead electri�ed monorail system,” Ashore points out. “But,
following internal discussions, that requirement was changed to AGVs to give them more �exibility. For example, the conveyors
enable Lotus to easily take car bodies to other o�ine processes, such as measurement, test and inspection.”

"The framing line is building car bodies, with robots applying bonding agent to the sides, roof and cantrails,” explains Hewitt.

Lotus has also installed robots in its paint shop to improve quality, capacity and process repeatability. The main priority was
extremely high process e�ciency while maintaining the high quality associated with the old manual spraying process. Other
features include a combined primer and clearcoat line that is energy-e�cient and reduces paint usage.

Four Dürr EcoRP E133 six-axis robots are �exible enough to enable a number of painting applications. With the composite body
panels coated with conductive primer, one pair of robots process the application of primer and clear coat in one mixed spray
booth while a second pair of robots apply the color coat in another booth.

Another big change inside the 55-year-old Hethel factory is the use of AGVs on the main assembly line.

In the past, Lotus relied on a manual assembly process
that used trolleys. Photo courtesy Lotus Cars Ltd.

State-of-the-Art Equipment

Emira production begins at Lotus Advanced Structures, an all-new
facility in nearby Norwich where chassis fabrication and front-end
assembly takes place.

“By bringing the aluminum chassis and steel subassembly
manufacturing businesses together into one facility, we can further
improve upon e�ciencies and productivity,” says Hewitt. In addition to
fabricating subframes, the Norwich plant produces suspension
components and other key parts for Lotus cars.

The Hethel factory houses a body shop, paint shop and �nal assembly
line. It features a new semiautomated body assembly system, with
robots being used to apply adhesive.

Compared to traditional conveyors, ergonomics is one of the
major bene�ts of an assembly line equipped with AGVs. Photo
courtesy Durr Ltd.

“AGVs allow for the highly e�cient movement of cars in build on set
routes around the factory, allowing [operators] to focus on
assembling the vehicles,” says Ashore. “Routes are easily
reprogrammed, creating a �exible and future-proof approach to
Lotus sports car manufacturing.

“Compared to traditional conveyors, ergonomics is one of the major
bene�ts of an assembly line with AGVs,” claims Ashore. “Each
[device] has an adjustable electrohydraulic lift table so operators
can position a car at exactly the right ergonomic height.

“The vehicle becomes totally and easily accessible, from every
[location],” adds Ashore. “The limited height of the AGV, as well as
the presence of a lifting table, make the vehicle easily accessible,
even for trim operations inside the cabin and below the body.”

The Emira features a lightweight bonded aluminum chassis.
Illustration courtesy Lotus Cars Ltd.

The Hethel plant uses 34 ProFleet AGVs developed by Dürr’s Italian
subsidiary, CPM. They are equipped with natural navigation, which
enables engineers to change paths and production layouts without
signi�cant impact.

The AGVs are used for trim and �nal assembly operations. They
are provided with bidirectional kinematics and controlled by an in-
house �eet management system based on an open software
architecture.

The AGVs load car bodies at the beginning of the Emira assembly
line and transport them through the entire assembly line in stop-
and-go mode. Each AGV stops at a workstation for the time
required to perform the necessary operations and then continues
to the end of line where tests and quality checks are performed.

“AGVs are the perfect transport system for medium-sized production outputs, such as those at Lotus,” says Ashore. “The use of
AGVs in assembly shops guarantees a very high degree of �exibility.

“Choosing a �eet of AGVs over traditional conveyors allows automakers like Lotus to switch from a monumental and rigid
system to a fully agile one,” explains Ashore. “A �eet of AGVs also represents a scalable system that can be implemented over
time. A limited initial investment can be increased at a later date and adapted to the actual production conditions over time.”

The retooled Hethel factory also uses Dürr equipment for end-of-line testing. Machines measure things such as advanced driver
assistance systems (ADAS), brakes, headlamps and wheel alignment.

“The wheel alignment stand is designed for automatic measurement of toe, camber and caster, and manual setting of vehicle
axle geometry (toe and caster) at the end of the production line,” says Ashore.

The test stand is designed to perform the following tasks:

Multiple point measurement during rotation of wheels with noncontact digital laser measurement technology.

Automatic wheelbase adjustment.

Automatic vehicle positioning.

Manual setting of axle geometry with stationary wheels.

The ADAS system handles the calibration of the forward-looking camera and front-radar module in a self-calibration routine by
presenting different targets and patterns in front of the respective module. Various dynamic driving conditions are simulated
under road-like conditions.
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CAPITAL SPENDING SURVEY

John Sprovieri // Editor In Chief

With the pandemic subsiding and
consumer spending on the rise,
manufacturers are investing in
their assembly operations.

Assemblers Gear Up
for Recovery

I n February 2020, U.S. manufacturers employed nearly 12.8 million people. Then came the COVID-19 pandemic. In an instant,
the country lost 1 million manufacturing jobs as governments and businesses scrambled to �gure out how best to stop the

spread of the disease.

Alas, the pandemic is still with us, but the outlook is brighter. Some 59 percent of the U.S. population is fully vaccinated against
the virus. As of Nov. 15, the seven-day moving average of new deaths from COVID was 1,110. That’s nearly a third of the
average at the pandemic’s peak—3,645 on Jan. 13, 2021—but it’s still more than seven times the average at the pandemic’s low
point, 144 on July 11, 2021.

Be that as it may, U.S. manufacturers are back to work and
producing again. Through October, the U.S. manufacturing
sector employed more than 12.5 million people. That’s a
gain of more than 1.1 million jobs since the low point of the
pandemic, and it’s just 2 percent shy of the February 2020
total. What’s more, manufacturing employment is poised to
increase even more—if workers can be found. The Bureau
of Labor Statistics recently released its Job Openings and
Labor Turnover Survey for September, and it shows a
persistent gap between open manufacturing positions and
available skilled workers—even amid a pandemic.
According to the survey, U.S. manufacturers had 897,000
job openings in September. That compares with 869,000 in
August and 500,000 in September 2020.

Pandemic or not, U.S. manufacturers are continuing to
invest in people, plants and equipment. Consider the latest
data from AMT—The Association for Manufacturing
Technology. New orders for metal cutting, forming and
fabricating equipment in the U.S. totaled $590 million in
September 2021. This is a 9 percent increase over August
2021 orders and nearly a 60 percent increase over
September 2020.

For only the second time in survey history, the South will account for
the majority of spending on assembly technology.

Machinery manufacturers will
spend, on average, $2.7 million on
assembly technology in 2022, twice
the average from 2021. Photo
courtesy Deere & Co.

New orders for the �rst nine months of the year
amount to more than $4.1 billion, a 53 percent
increase from the same period last year.

Manufacturers in every industry are investing in their
operations. For example, in September, GE Appliances
opened a new refrigerator assembly line at its
manufacturing complex in Louisville, KY, part of a $60
million investment in the facility. More than 245 new
manufacturing jobs have been added to support the
new line. Just a month earlier, the company
announced that it is investing $5 million to assemble
air conditioners at its factory in Selmer, TN. The
company had been assembling the units in Mexico,
but decided to reshore production to be closer to U.S.
customers. The new investment will create a �fth
assembly line at the plant and add 33 new jobs,
bringing total employment to 465.

Automotive assemblers are investing, too. For
example, South Korean auto parts supplier Sungwoo
Hitech America Corp. recently announced that it will
invest $40 million to buy and equip an existing
380,000-square-foot factory building in Telford, TN.
The assembly plant will be the company’s �rst U.S.
facility, which is expected to employ 206 people by
2027.
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The pandemic has hurt smaller
manufacturers more than larger ones. Next
year, companies with more than 250
employees will account for more than
three-fourths all spending, while companies
with less than 100 workers will represent
just 5 percent.

For the �fth straight year, assemblers of
products smaller than a 12-inch cube will
represent the lion’s share of total spending
next year.

Appliance assemblers will account for just 3
percent of total spending next year. That’s
the lowest share for this industry in survey
history.

Even in aerospace manufacturing—an industry decimated by the pandemic—companies are investing. For example, Roll-Royce
just completed a six-year, $600 million modernization of its manufacturing campus in Indianapolis. The revitalized campus is
now highly e�cient and will improve competitiveness in an increasingly contested marketplace for aircraft propulsion and power
equipment. The energy e�ciency of the buildings has also been improved signi�cantly and will help Rolls-Royce achieve its goal
of net-zero carbon emissions in operations by 2030.

Will investments like that continue into 2021? The results of our 26th annual Capital Equipment Spending Survey point to a
signi�cant increase in investments next year.

Signi�cant Growth Ahead
Some 43 percent of respondents will spend more on assembly technology next year than they did this year. That compares with
32 percent in last year’s survey, and it’s the fourth time in the past �ve years in which that �gure has topped 40 percent.

Conversely, just 16 percent of respondents will spend less in 2022 than they did 2021. Last year, that ratio was 24 percent.

Forty-one percent will spend the same in 2022 as they did in 2021.

Of those plants that will spend more, the average budget increase is 25 percent. Of those that plan to spend less, the average
budget decrease is 35 percent.

How It's Spent

Equipment type Pct. of plants to buy Pct. of total spending Est. total dollars
spent ($M)

Pct. Change from
2021 spending

Automated dispensing 27 4 199.4 30

Multistation assembly systems 24 17 966.3 16

Single-station assembly machines 49 17 956.3 37

Parts feeding and positioning 22 2 90.4 15

Conveyors and material handling 33 2 130 34

Power tools 44 4 235.5 5

Bar coding and auto ID 36 4 240.6 26

Motion control equipment 16 2 141.2 20

Welding, soldering and brazing 25 3 197.7 -1

Robots 35 11 600 20

PCB assembly equipment 8 1 60 27

Computers and software 52 10 542.2 44

Test equipment 39 5 289.8 3

Inspection equipment 46 5 286.5 -5

Wire processing 9 2 90.4 28

Workstations and accessories 43 2 99 -3

Packaging equipment 32 3 188.4 11

Tooling 47 2 111.9 23

Additive manufacturing 37 3 190.5 27

Other 7 1 33.9 20

TOTAL 100 5,650 20

On average, manufacturers will spend $1,910,890 on assembly technology in 2022. That compares with $860,329 in 2021, and
it’s the highest average in survey history. The median budget total is $220,000. That compares with $150,000 in 2021, and it, too,
is a record high.

“The global pandemic has caused signi�cant problems to the supply chain, causing nearly all manufacturers in almost every
industry some kind of delays or issues in getting parts and components,” points out Rick Brookshire, director of product
management and development at Epson Robots. “However, this has helped to drive the need for automation higher than we
have seen in quite a few years. 2021 was a great year for Epson Robots, as we helped both experienced automation users and
many new robot users automate their factories. We fully expect 2022 to be even better.”

Aggregate budget data indicate major growth in spending. For example, 45 percent of plants have capital budgets of at least
$500,000 in 2022. That compares with 30 percent in 2021, and it’s a record high for our survey. At the same time, only 31 percent
will spend less than $100,000 on assembly technology in 2022, which is a record low. Similarly, only 24 percent will spend
between $100,000 and $499,999, down from 31 percent in 2021.

Automotive Leads the Way
Looking at spending plans by industry, it’s clear the automotive industry is leading the way in capital investment, prompted by the
looming transition from gas-powered vehicles to electric ones. Some 62 percent of assemblers in auto industry will spend more
in 2022 than they did in 2021, the highest percentage of any industry. Of those auto plants that will spend more next year, the
average budgetary increase is a whopping 33 percent. That, too, is more than any other industry.

On average, automotive assemblers will spend $1,290,045 on capital equipment next year, up from $694,400 in 2021.

Those �gures should not be surprising. Automotive OEMs across the U.S. and worldwide announced major investments
throughout 2021.

Just consider Toyota Motor Corp., for example. In October, Toyota announced plans to invest $3.4 billion in the United States
over the next decade support electric vehicle production. The initiative will include construction of a new battery factory that will
start production in 2025. Also this year, the carmaker revealed plans to:

invest $460.8 million to expand its �agship assembly plant in Georgetown, KY, already the company’s largest in the world.

invest $803 million to produce two new electric vehicle models at its assembly plant in Princeton, IN. The project is
expected to create approximately 1,400 new jobs by the end of 2023.

invest $210 million to upgrade its assembly plant in Buffalo, WV. The project is expected to increase the plant’s capacity and
create 100 new jobs.
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Some 45 percent of plants will spend at least $500,000 on assembly technology next year—a record high.

Will Aerospace Remain Grounded?
Perhaps no other industry has been hit harder by the COVID-19 pandemic than the aerospace industry, and that is re�ected in our
data. Just 33 percent of aerospace assemblers expect to spend more in 2022 than they did in 2021, while 25 percent plan to
spend less. The former is the least of any industry; the latter is the most.

On the other hand, actual budget �gures suggest that spending in the industry may not be too bad. Aerospace assemblers will
spend, on average, $3.1 million next year on new equipment, a signi�cant boost from the 2021 average of $732,000.

Better still, people are �ying again. Monthly passenger tra�c is still down 27 percent from the all-time high of 79.8 million air
travelers in January 2020, but it’s getting there. Some 58.4 million people boarded passenger jets in September 2021—more than
double the number of people who �ew in September 2020.

Thankfully, aerospace OEMs and their suppliers seem to have weathered the storm, and have taken a long-term view on
manufacturing investments. For example, in October, Boeing announced that it will invest $200 million to build a new plant in
Mascoutah, IL, to assemble drones for the U.S. Navy. The project is expected to create 300 jobs. And, in June, GE Aviation began
construction of a new assembly plant in Beavercreek, OH, that will make components for jet engines.

Small Companies Feel Pinch
Looking at spending plans by company size, our data indicate that spending will increase across the board. However, it’s also
clear that smaller companies continue to feel the impact of the COVID-related economic downturn. Some 51 percent of
companies with more than 250 employees will spend more next year than they did this year, while just 13 percent will spend
less. Conversely, only 35 percent of companies with up to 100 employees will spend more in 2022 than they did in 2021, while 20
percent will spend less.

Looking at actual budget �gures, companies with more than 250 employees will spend, on average, $3,093,904 on assembly
technology next year—twice the average from 2021. Conversely, the budget for companies with fewer than 25 employees will
increase from $102,520 to $137,169 in 2022, while the budget for companies with 26 to 100 employees will increase from
$299,800 to $438,786.

As a group, companies with more than 250 employees will account for 78 percent of total spending on assembly technology next
year, compared with 74 percent in 2021. But, companies with up to 100 employees will represent just 5 percent of spending in
2022, compared with 9 percent in 2021.
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Some 43 percent of respondents will spend more on assembly technology next year than they did this year. It’s the fourth time in the past
�ve years in which that �gure has topped 40 percent.

More Spending in the South
In September, Ford Motor Co. announced that it will spend more than $11 billion to create two huge new electric vehicle
manufacturing complexes in Kentucky and Tennessee. That might be the largest investment announcement in the South this
year, but it was hardly the only one. Here are just a handful:

That sort of investment is re�ected in our survey data. For only the second time in survey history, the South will account for the
majority of spending on assembly technology. Southern assemblers will represent 37 percent of total spending in 2022, up from
30 percent in 2021. The Midwest, traditionally the epicenter of manufacturing, will account for just 24 percent of spending in
2022. That compares with 36 percent in 2021 and it’s the lowest percentage for the region in survey history.

Fifty-three percent of plants in the South say they’ll spend more in 2022 than they did in 2021, the most of any region.

That sentiment is clearly seen in actual budgets. The average capital budget has increased in every region, but the biggest
increases are in the South. On average, Southern assemblers will spend $3,110,190 on assembly technology next year, up
substantially from $988,203 in 2021.

ZF Transmission is investing $200 million in its assembly plant in Gray Court, SC, creating approximately 500 new jobs.

KB Autosys, a manufacturer of brake pads, will invest $38 million to build its �rst U.S. assembly plant in Lone Oak, GA,
creating 180 jobs.
Tier 1 automotive supplier Martinrea International Inc. is investing $40 million to expand its assembly plant in Spring�eld,
TN. The project is expected to create 97 new jobs

Automotive supplier Faurecia will spend $18 million and add 171 jobs at its assembly plant in Spring Hill, TN.

Robots Rule
Industrial robots continue to be deployed at a record pace. According to the International Federation of Robotics (IFR), 3 million
machines are now in use in factories around the world, an increase of 10 percent over 2020.

The IFR claims that sales of new robots grew slightly at 0.5 percent, despite the global coronavirus pandemic, with 384,000 units
shipped globally in 2020. It’s the third most successful year in history for the robotics industry, following 2018 and 2017.

“The economies in North America, Asia and Europe did not experience their COVID-19 low point at the same time,” says Milton
Guerry, president of IFR. “Order intake and production in the Chinese manufacturing industry began surging in the second quarter
of 2020. The North American economy started to recover in the second half of 2020, and Europe followed suit a little later.

“Global robot installations are expected to rebound strongly and grow by 13 percent to 435,000 units in 2021, thus exceeding the
record level achieved in 2018,” reports Guerry, who also serves as president of Schunk Inc. “Installations in North America are
expected to increase by 17 percent to almost 43,000 units.”

According to Guerry, Asia remains the world’s largest market for industrial robots, where 71 percent of all newly deployed robots
in 2020 were installed. Installations for the region’s largest adopter, China, grew strongly by 20 percent with 168,400 units
shipped. This is the highest value ever recorded for a single country.

The United States is the largest industrial robot user in the Americas, with a share of 79 percent of the region’s total installations,
followed by Mexico and Canada.

The IFR says that overall expectations for the North American market are very positive. A strong recovery is currently in progress
and the return to pre-crisis levels of industrial robot installations can be expected for 2021, with installations expected to grow by
17 percent.

That forecast is echoed by the results of ASSEMBLY’s survey. We expect sales of six-axis robots, SCARAs, grippers and other
robotic technology to increase 20 percent, from $500 million in 2021 to $600 million in 2022.

U.S. assembly plants will spend $5.65
billion on new equipment in 2022.

Thirty-seven percent of plants will purchase robots next year, a record high. Demand for robots should be particularly strong in
the medical, automotive, aerospace and fabricated metal products sectors.

“In September 2020, our manufacturing customers saw a great need for our robotic tooling. Sales grew 30 percent,” says Bob
Little, president and general manager of ATI Industrial Automation, a supplier of tool changers, compliance devices and other
robotic peripherals. “Our customers predict strong growth for 2022—possibly as much as 30 percent—but the supply chain has
constrained them. The supply chain is causing a reduction in growth.”

“As a result of the pandemic, Epson is seeing many new robot users implement outstanding automation solutions,” adds Epson’s
Brookshire. “Much of this is being achieved due to how much easier robots are to use today vs. just �ve or 10 years ago. The
industry continues to do a good job of making better products that are easier to use at an incredible price point. As a result, many
smaller companies are now automating their factories and keeping manufacturing local or reshoring.”

A driving force behind the spike in demand for robots is the growing popularity of collaborative robots. One-third of assemblers
are currently using the technology or plan to within the next year. An additional 21 percent expect to employ cobots within two to
three years.

At the 9th annual Assembly Show in October, at least nine exhibitors displayed cobots or cobot accessories. One of those
exhibitors—Universal Robots—just announced that it tallied sales of $78 million in the third quarter of 2021, an increase of 46
percent from the third quarter of 2020 and 31 percent from the third quarter of 2019, before the pandemic.

“The labor crisis in manufacturing shows no signs of slowing down—in fact it appears to be expanding,” says Joe Campbell,
senior manager for strategic marketing and application development at Universal. “Plant managers, CEOs and owners alike are
aggressively investing in cobot automation to �ll the gap. It’s no longer a question of reducing labor costs. The investment
debate has transitioned to one of overall plant and machine utilization, production capacity and the ability to ful�ll key customer
orders.”

Keep it Moving
Another technology that should see an uptick in sales next year is conveyors and material handling equipment. Some 37 percent
of assembly plants will invest in conveyors next year. That compares with 33 percent in 2021, and it’s the second highest
percentage in the history of our survey.

“2021 proved to be a year of unprecedented growth for mk North America, ranging from conveyor sales, to facility expansion and
new product line releases,” says Scott Blais Jr., inside sales manager at mk North America Inc. “With an approximate 32 percent
increase in conveyor sales and an approximate 28 percent increase in total quoting volume from the 2020 mark, mk has grown
its existing and new customer bases tremendously over the 2021 calendar year, and we look to continue this growth as we sprint
towards 2022.”

Demand for conveyors will be particularly strong in the automotive and electronics industries. All totaled, sales of conveyors will
increase 34 percent, from $97 million in 2021 to $130 million in 2022.

“We have continued to see very strong demand in 2021 and expect a strong 2022,” says Kevin Mauger, president of Glide-Line
LLC. “The project opportunities and noti�cations have been particularly strong the fourth quarter of 2021, leading us to believe
that 2022 will start off very strong. The needle is pointing straight up for assembly automation in North America, and we are glad
to be part of this strong growth market.”

Some 62 percent of automotive
assemblers will spend more next
year than they did this year. That
compares with 43 percent for the
nation as a whole, and it’s the
highest percentage of any
industry. Photo courtesy DENSO
Corp.

Single-Station Machines
Robots aren’t the only way assemblers can boost output from a limited workforce. Assemblers can also automate individual
tasks like screwdriving, pressing and riveting.

Indeed, 51 percent of assemblers will invest in single-station assembly machines next year. That compares with 49 percent in
2021, and it’s the highest percentage since 2011. Demand for single-station machines will be highest in the electronics and
fabricated metal products industries.

Speci�cally, 14 percent of plants will buy riveters, 33 percent will buy presses, and 31 percent will buy automatic screwdriving
systems. The latter is the most since 2019.

“Our 2021 was strong,” says Glenn Nausley, president of Promess Inc., a supplier of servo presses and other technology. “We
surpassed our forecast for 2021, and we are entering the new year with the strongest sales pipeline we have ever had. Barring a
major economic downturn, we are expecting a strong 2022. A prediction of 20 percent growth in overall spending sounds about
right.”

All totaled, assemblers will spend $956.3 million on single-station assembly machines next year, a 37 percent increase from
2021.

Investing to Increase Capacity
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Assemblers had plenty of capacity during the height of the pandemic. Now, with the economy recovering, assemblers are ramping up
production. Some 56 percent of plants will buy equipment next year to increase output. That compares with 43 percent in 2021, and it’s the
second highest percentage since 2000.

Software Sales Soar
For the fourth consecutive year, computers and software are the No. 1 item on the shopping lists of assembly plants nationwide.
Some 59 percent of assemblers will purchase manufacturing execution systems, enterprise resource planning systems, CAD
software and other information technology products next year, up from 52 percent in 2021. Demand will be particularly strong in
the machinery, medical device, and electronics industries.

“In my experience, customers obviously struggled during the early stages of the pandemic, but as things progressed and
demand soared, they rapidly returned to business and began expanding purchases of software. They were dealing with how to
continue to produce quality parts with labor turnover and shortage,” says Adam Dickson, strategic account manager at Tutelar
Technologies Inc. “Additionally, many companies began to reshore projects because the weaknesses of a global supply chain
were exposed, which meant launching new assembly lines or incorporating additional models into their existing lines.

“Our intelligent controls software helped solve those challenges, and customers could lean on our company to turnkey the
implementation and take a lot of that burden off of their engineers who were stretched thin and working harder than ever,” he
continues.

“Demand is now incredibly high, but companies are still trying to catch up and spending is still tight. So it is important that
software address an immediate need and provide a rapid ROI,” he adds. “We expect a great 2022 as the supply chain rebounds
and labor becomes more steady. Our software will continue to help manufacturers address those needs and provide a platform
for continuous improvement and Industry 4.0 capability.”

All totaled, assemblers will spend $542.2 million on computers and software in 2022, a 44 percent increase from 2021.

Replacing Old Equipment
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For the fourth time in �ve years, replacing old or worn-out machines is the No. 1 reason for buying new equipment. Some 56 percent of
plants—a record high—plan to do so next year.

“This year, we have seen a signi�cant uptick in manufacturing-related software purchases, and we expect that momentum to
continue into 2022,” predicts Deb Geiger, vice president for global marketing at Aegis Software Corp. “A multitude of disruptions
marks today’s manufacturing industry. These disruptions have had serious operational and �nancial rami�cations for many
manufacturers—both positive and negative. They have forced manufacturers to rethink risk management and contingency plans,
safety protocols, operations and new ways of working, all at the same time.

“They also need to future-proof the business as much as possible using the latest technology. Typically, manufacturers have a
mix of different systems that were either acquired or custom-developed over the years to address speci�c challenges at that
point in time—often purchased by different departments,” she continues. “As more and more systems entered the production
environment, the more complex and expensive it became to get to a single source of truth and a holistic picture of their
operations, both at the site level and across locations. We see many manufacturers seeking to consolidate and standardize their
IT systems to streamline and scale processes but, more importantly, to achieve the real-time visibility and actionable insights
required for continuous improvement, resiliency and adaptability.”

“Prior to COVID, most manufacturers seemed to prioritize robotic projects above software projects,” adds Ben Marsh, president
and CEO of Scout Systems Inc. “With the modern logistical challenges and labor shortages, we have seen this prioritization �ip.
Manufacturers are discovering that with software, they can rapidly train new employees, reduce production waste and improve
the e�ciency of their organization.”

Certainly, in today’s factories, software is becoming every bit as important to product assembly as robots, riveters and
nutrunners. That is borne out in our survey when we asked about speci�c “factory of the future” technologies. For example, 57
percent of plants are either currently employing technology for real-time and remote monitoring of the assembly line, or plan to
within the next year. That’s up from 49 percent in 2020.

Similarly, 51 percent are using, or will soon use, tablet computers our smart phones on the assembly line; 33 percent are
deploying Industrial Internet of Things technology; 32 percent are applying arti�cial intelligence or data analytics; and 22 percent
are using smart watches, smart glasses and other “wearables.”

Rising Material Costs
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Forty-three percent of assemblers—a record high—report that material costs are a major concern for the coming year.

Other Technologies
Industry 4.0 initiatives might also be behind an increase in sales of marking, coding and automatic identi�cation technology next
year. Forty percent of plants will invest in laser markers, code scanners, radio frequency identi�cation systems and other auto ID
technology in 2022, up from 36 percent in 2021. Demand will be highest among assemblers of electronics, appliances, medical
devices and consumer products.

In all, assemblers will spend $240.6 million in auto ID products next year, a 26 percent increase from 2021 spending.

Another technology that should see sales growth next year is dispensing and curing equipment. Thirty percent of assemblers will
invest in meter-mix systems, LED curing lamps and other adhesive-related technology in 2022. That compares with 27 percent in
2021, and it’s only the second time in the past 10 years in which that ratio has exceeded 30 percent. Demand dispensing
equipment will be above average in the electronics and medical device industries.

In all, spending on dispensing and curing equipment is projected at $199.4 million in 2022, up 4 percent from 2021.

Harness assembly shops are also looking to upgrade next year, perhaps in response to the rapidly growing market for electric
and hybrid vehicles. Thirteen percent of assemblers will purchase wire processing technology in 2022, up from 9 percent in 2021.
That may not seem like much, but it’s the highest percentage in 10 years.

All totaled, the market for wire cutting, stripping and crimping equipment will increase 28 percent, from $70.6 million in 2021 to
$90.4 million in 2022.

Decreasing Labor Costs
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Just 59 percent of assemblers—a record low—say that direct labor costs will be an issue next year. However, that could change if factories
are forced to increase wages to attract workers.

Survey Methodology
ASSEMBLY magazine is sent to 35,001 assembly professionals, 93 percent of whom are in the U.S.

The survey was conducted in conjunction with Clear Seas Research, an a�liate of BNP Media, ASSEMBLY magazine’s parent
company. Clear Seas is a full service, B-to-B market research company. Custom research products include brand positioning,
new product development, customer experiences and marketing effectiveness solutions. Clear Seas offers a broad portfolio of
primary, syndicated research reports and powers the leading B-to-B panel for corporate researchers, myCLEARopinion Panel, in
the architecture, engineering, construction, food, beverage, manufacturing, packaging and security industries. Learn more at
clearseasresearch.com.

Questionnaires were e-mailed in mid-August to a random sample of 20,077 subscribers in management positions. Forty-one
percent of respondents were engineers; 54 percent were management; and 5 percent were classi�ed as purchasing or “other.”

The cutoff date for returning the surveys was Sept. 5. Some 227 surveys were returned for a response rate of 1 percent.

The survey was sent to manufacturers in the following industries: aerospace, electronics, appliances, fabricated metal products,
furniture, machinery, medical devices, plastics and rubber products, automotive, energy and miscellaneous manufacturing.

Geographically, 14 percent of respondents were located in the Northeast, 54 percent were in the Midwest, 20 percent were in the
South, and 12 percent were in the West.

Sixteen percent of respondents had 25 employees or less. In addition, 19 percent had 26 to 100 employees, 15 percent had 101
to 250 employees, and 50 percent had more than 250 employees.

Twenty percent of respondents assemble products that can �t inside a 12-inch cube, 15 percent make products that can �t
inside a 24-inch cube, 18 percent make products that �t inside a 36-inch cube, 30 percent make products that �t inside a 6-foot
cube, and 16 percent make products that are larger than a 6-foot cube. The latter �gure is below average for our survey, possibly
because we received a below-average response rate from the automotive industry this year.

To purchase and download the entire capital spending report, please visit https://clearseasresearch.com. You can also email
info@clearmarkettrends.com with any questions.

December 2021

https://www.universal-robots.com/
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ROBOTICS

James DeSmet // President //
CRG Automation // Louisville, KY

In just 18 months, automation
engineers overhauled how
America destroys its most

dangerous chemical weapons.

Robots Automate Disassembly of
Chemical Weapons

A robot carefully slides a warhead into a canister. A second robot (left) waits to
install a lid. Photo courtesy CRG Automation

I n 1951, at the height of the Cold War, the U.S. Army Chemical Corps and Ordnance Corps initiated a program to develop a new
rocket that could deliver chemical weapons over a large area. The result was the M55 rocket, which was equipped with a

unitary warhead �lled with sarin or VX—highly toxic nerve agents. The rocket was rushed into production, and tens of thousands
were produced from 1959 to 1965.

Thankfully, the rockets were never used. Decades later, in 1993, the United States signed the Chemical Weapons Convention, an
international treaty that bans the use of chemical weapons and aims to eliminate them throughout the world. The country has
been trying to dispose of its stockpiles ever since.

Getting rid of such weapons safely takes time. By January 2012, the U.S. had destroyed 89 percent of its chemical weapons, but
there remains a lot of work to be done. Now, a deadline is looming. By law, the U.S. must completely eliminate its chemical
weapons by Dec. 31, 2023.

One of the last remaining stockpiles—some 70,000 M55 rockets—is housed at the Blue Grass Army Depot in Richmond, KY. To
put that number in perspective, there are twice as many rockets at the depot as there are people in Richmond.

Disarming and disassembling the rockets is not easy, and the task is made even more di�cult because of the rocket’s design.
The rocket propellant cannot be removed from the warhead without cutting open the rocket, and the propellant itself presents a
hazard, because it becomes unstable as it ages. Another danger is leakage of the toxic nerve agents. As sarin decomposes, it
forms acids that can corrode the aluminum casing inside the rocket.

Because of this and other hazards, the U.S. National Research Council has called the M55 the most dangerous weapon in the
American chemical arsenal. Jeffrey Brubaker, technical adviser for the U.S. government’s Program Executive O�ce—Assembled
Chemical Weapons Alternatives (PEO ACWA), calls the rockets “di�cult animals.”

By law, the U.S. must completely
eliminate its chemical weapons by
Dec. 31, 2023. Photo courtesy CRG
Automation

“[Because they were] rushed into production…they weren’t going to do well over time, and that’s what the program has shown,”
says Brubaker, noting that many of the M55 rockets have warped over the decades and become prone to leaking.

Congress established the PEO ACWA in 1997 to �nd environmentally friendly alternatives to incineration for destroying the
chemical weapons at the Blue Grass depot and another location, the U.S. Army Pueblo Chemical Depot in Colorado.

To do that, the agency contracted with Bechtel Corp.’s Nuclear, Security & Environmental Unit to build plants at each depot to
safely destroy the M55s and other chemical weapons. In 2015, Bechtel completed construction of the Blue Grass Chemical
Agent-Destruction Pilot Plant, which is now being run by Bechtel Parsons Blue Grass, a joint-venture between Bechtel and
Parsons Corp., an engineering �rm specializing in defense, security and infrastructure projects. Progress was being made, but
there was still a long way to go.

With the 2023 deadline fast approaching, the PEO ACWA took an unprecedented step in mid-2019. The organization’s leadership,
which had already approved a destruction plan, decided to rethink the entire process, seeking to create more e�ciencies and
enhance safety for those involved.

With an ambitious timeline in mind, the government activated a contracting mechanism, known as an “other transaction
authority” (OTA), that was established during the space race in the 1950s to get help from industry leaders in the private sector.
Speci�cally, PEO ACWA wanted to automate the disassembly and destruction process using robots and other technologies.

So, the agency reached out to CRG Automation, an engineering �rm best known for building packaging lines for the likes of Coca-
Cola, Kellogg’s and Kraft. CRG Automation has been designing and building packaging and processing equipment for the food,
beverage and consumer products industries for more than 20 years. Over the years, repeat customers approached the �rm with
more and more complex problems. Today, CRG continues to offer cartoners, case packers and other packaging equipment, but it
has expanded its services to include custom automated assembly and manufacturing lines. The �rm’s Louisville headquarters
includes a modern machine shop and ample space to build and test large automated systems.

“As a past member of the military, this project took on a special importance for me,” says James DeSmet, president of CRG
Automation. “The perplexing engineering problems to solve, the rapidly approaching deadline, and the severity of the chemical
agents involved all added up to a challenge we wanted to tackle.

“We’ve often talked here at CRG about how our engineers like the kind of problems that leave other R&D teams scratching their
heads,” he continues. “We knew this was an opportunity unlike any other, and, even staring down the pandemic, we knew we
could do it.”

Challenge No. 1: Creating a Safer, More
Ef�cient Destruction Process

CRG engineers devised a process to
scan each rocket—while it is
moving—to detect leaks.  Photo
courtesy CRG Automation

To speed up disposal and enhance worker safety, PEO ACWA sought a way to break down the disposal process into different
steps, essentially draining the chemical agent and disposing of it in a separate way. To understand the bene�t involves
understanding what was required when workers encountered issues during the initial version of the destruction plan.

While the original process was remotely controlled by workers, the system included a number of moving components, sensors
and waste streams, so maintenance concerns were top of mind. Maintenance requires workers to wear the most stringent of
personal protective equipment—a Level A hazmat suit, which includes a respirator and air hoses, says Ken Ankrom, OTA project
manager for Amentum Services Inc., a technical and engineering services �rm in Germantown, MD, specializing in defense work
and a subcontractor for the project.

The reactors used in the destruction process measure three stories high. “You have a two-hour maximum time in the suit,”
Brubaker adds. “By the time you get to your workstation, you’ve expended 30 minutes. So how much can you really get done in
an hour?”

In developing the new system, the goal of CRG Automation and the full team was to reduce these maintenance efforts by
workers as much as possible.

“When we can take a person out of handling a weapon, we’ve increased safety by magnitudes,” says Terry Staggs, an engineer
with Amentum. “We have a cardinal rule—expose the minimum amount of people, to the minimum amount of the hazard, for the
minimum amount of time.”

Both Ankrom and Staggs have seen �rst-hand how advancements in chemical weapons destruction now require fewer and
fewer people. Ankrom started working with chemical agents in the mid-1980s, recalling how his �rst project, which focused on a
hallucinogenic, was entirely manual and required 15 people. Even as recently as 2014, workers at the Blue Grass depot had to
manually separate the warheads from the rocket motors and then separate the fuses from the warheads to support testing at
the Anniston Static Detonation Chamber disposal plant, adds Staggs, who has worked with chemical weapons since 1978.

“Adding the automation with robots has assisted us with reducing people interaction with these aging chemical weapons,”
Staggs says. But the Blue Grass depot’s original disposal system plans, even with its robots, presented problems when workers
discovered leaking rockets.

“It would take multiple days to recover when a leaking munition was discovered in process and to restart processing again,”
Staggs says.

So the full team—PEO ACWA; Amentum; CRG Automation; Bechtel Parsons Blue Grass; DynaSafe, a manufacturer of explosive
containment chambers and other equipment for destroying munitions; and Crown Packaging Corp., which supplied conveyors
and other equipment for the project—began devising a new system to dispose of the rockets, which are 6 feet long and 4.4
inches in diameter.

Because of their age, a signi�cant
number of M55 rockets warped
during storage. Warped rockets
could cause problems for
automated equipment designed
for consistent parts. Photo courtesy
CRG Automation

CRG’s automated warhead containerization system takes over the disposal process after the warhead has been separated from
the rocket motor and the nerve agent has been drained off. A heavy-duty six-axis robot places the empty warhead into a steel
canister that was custom-designed and manufactured by CRG. A second six-axis robot then places a lid onto the canister. Next, a
custom-built crimping system, equipped with four 30-ton hydropneumatic presses, crimp the lid in place, creating a tight seal.

Next, a label is attached to the canister, and a robot loads it onto a custom-built crate that can hold 25 canisters. Each crate is
then monitored in an airlock to ensure that there is no nerve agent outside of the canisters. Finally, the canisters are moved to
the next step in the process—a static detonation chamber in which intense heat greater than 1,000 F destroys the warhead and
the canister.

The drained nerve agent is neutralized in a separate process within the plant.

In designing the system, CRG Automation’s engineers use eight six-axis robots, as well as six autonomous mobile robots. The
system can process more than 25 warheads per hour, improving speed and e�ciency and reducing downtime.

The group continuously focused on how to improve each aspect of the process. Initial tests found that the system needed even
higher temperatures to create enough heat inside the warhead’s fuse to activate the de�agration process.

A series of weekend text messages between DeSmet and Bobby Phillips, a chemist and engineer for PEO ACWA, resulted in a
solution they affectionately dubbed “the witch’s hat.” The pair �gured out a way to modify the plug and nose end of the munitions
to allow for more e�cient heat transfer to the fuse area of the warhead.

“That led to a signi�cant increase in how fast it worked,” says Phillips, noting the activation time dropped signi�cantly to just 15
minutes. “That’s right where we wanted it to be.”

Challenge No. 2: Cutting a Path to Success
With Warped Rockets

Once the lid has been crimped into
place, a robot places the container
onto a skid. Each skid can hold 25
containers. Photo courtesy CRG
Automation

The rede�ned process impressed the PEO ACWA so much so that the team was presented another problem to tackle.

Because of their age, a signi�cant number of M55 rockets had warped during storage, creating the possibility that their varying
dimensions could cause problems with the system. Ankrom estimates that up to 12,500 of the 70,000 rockets may be warped,
and each one that enters the line can conceivably stop the process, requiring workers to enter and resolve issues. The
consequence? Up to two days added to the overall destruction timeline for every instance the line stops.

In the former system, the rockets were positioned horizontally for the cutting operation to separate the warhead from the motor.
The entire assembly was rotated to make the cut. However, cutting the rocket while it was horizontal raised the risk that nerve
agent could escape from a warped rocket if it was already leaking.

CRG Automation developed an alternative method by holding the assembly �xed and making the cut with the rocket in a vertical
orientation, ensuring that any leaking chemical agent would simply gather in the bottom of a containment device. Cutting the
rockets in an upright orientation also meant that the operation could be done more precisely. The cut can be located with an
accuracy of 0.001 inch, Ankrom says. Six-axis robots are used to load and unload the cutting machines.

Four hydropneumatic cylinders are
used to crimp a lid onto a steel
container holding the warhead.
 Photo courtesy CRG Automation

The PEO ACWA was so impressed with CRG’s cutting system that it plans to incorporate the technology at another weapons-
destruction center at the Anniston Army Depot in Alabama.

Should a leaking rocket be encountered following the vertical cuts, a pivoting reject station will immediately place the device into
a metal container. The new design creates yet another e�ciency and safety improvement, as the old system required workers to
manually place the rocket into a container.

CRG’s new technology also identi�es if the rocket is warped and automatically adjusts the system’s hydraulic gripping system to
compensate for the variation. This ensures consistent pressure around the rocket during the cutting process.

“What the robots really lent themselves to was taking the small steps to see the chemical agents and make sure we don’t spread
any contamination,” Ankrom says, adding that the new rocket-cutting robots also require far less maintenance than the earlier
designs. “That keeps people out of the room, which is always safer.”

Challenge No. 3: Identifying Leaking Rockets
Before Disposal

Loaded skids are monitored in an airlock to ensure that there
is no surface contamination. Then, the skid is transferred to a
static detonation chamber, in which intense heat greater
than 1,000 F destroys the warheads and the containers
holding them. Photo courtesy CRG Automation

With the rocket cutting system complete, the team turned to developing a system to help identify leaking rockets long before
they reach the cutting equipment.

“If we can avoid the leakers before they ever go to the [cutting station], then we’re never having downtime,” says Ankrom. Less
downtime is essential to the goal of completing disposal of the rockets by 2023.

The old system used glove boxes to detect chemical agent vapor. Doing so required removing a sample plug, inserting a near
real-time monitor, running a test and then restoring the plug. The process added six minutes to the disposal of each rocket. The
process was entirely manual and it had limitations, Ankrom says.

Over the course of a few months, CRG Automation and the full team evaluated four technologies to improve the process both in
speed and accuracy.

Among them was handheld leak detection technology, like the kind used in petrochemical plants, as well as gamma radiography
technology, like the kind used to inspect weld seams. But it was a chance �ight and visit through an airport security checkpoint
that led to the solution.

Transportation Security Administration personnel pulled Ankrom aside to inspect his backpack. “I was surprised at how much
clarity there was on my backpack,” he recalled of the security system imagery. “They could tell my keys, my prescription
medications. I was thinking at the time, ‘Heck, if you could look at my backpack like that, there’s got to be something we can do.’”

The team began exploring X-ray technologies similar to what TSA uses, but quickly realized that TSA’s equipment stops the line
and takes a snapshot of each person’s carry-on belongings.

To keep the destruction process moving along, it needed to do just that—keep moving.

The team devised a process to scan each rocket while it was moving and focus on the areas where there’s most likely to be
leakage. The system also allows technicians to gain a closer look at those rockets that suggest they may have leaks but do not
offer complete certainty. CRG Automation’s engineers crafted the ability to tilt each rocket up to 10 degrees for a better look.

“This was another example of how the team not only rede�ned a complex process but took it a step further to more e�ciently
dispose of so many chemical weapons in such a short time frame,” says DeSmet.

Collaboration Leads to Speed

CRG Automation designed and
built a system to disassemble and
destroy M55 rockets in just 18
months. Photo courtesy CRG
Automation

Solving the three challenges and developing the revised system took just about 18 months. Multiple tight deadlines throughout
the process proved tough, of course, particularly given the coronavirus pandemic and its complications, but the team persevered.

The rocket warhead containerization system took just one year “from preliminary design to �nal design to actual full-scale
production and factory acceptance testing and deploying to the �eld,” Ankrom says. “That’s fast even in the commercial world,
but certainly in government. This has been one of the most cooperative teams I’ve been on.”

Jonathan Weitzel, engineering lead for Bechtel, adds, “Most rewarding is just the opportunity to work on something this fast-
paced and this integrated. To go from the starting point of zero to having almost the last piece of it installed now is absolutely
incredible. Things don’t move that fast.”

Ankrom complimented CRG Automation’s focus on solving problems. “They’re all about bringing solutions to customers,” he says,
adding the company’s attention to detail is top-notch. He recalls how he made a comment just in passing at one point about a
robot’s end-of-arm tool, and the company quickly incorporated the suggestion. CRG Automation’s engineers also designed the
carts used in the system to be different colors so workers could easily identify inputs and outputs.

“That says something to me,” Ankrom says. “It says they’ve dealt with people before and know situations that may lead to
mistakes and want to plan for that. To CRG, details matter.”

CRG Automation’s close proximity to the Blue Grass Army Depot also brought advantages. In less than two hours, the team could
convene on site to support the project’s needs.

“Knowing they’re just down the road builds a rapport,” says Phillips. “To come up with something that’s this effective, e�cient and
safe to operate, it’s just amazing that it came together this quickly. Here’s a group in CRG who were ready to learn about
chemical weapons, their speci�c challenges, and solve the problems with a focus on safety. These guys picked it right up and
turned out some great products for us.”

Looking Ahead
With the challenges solved and new system designed,
the chemical weapons disposal process has begun
anew.

For many years, there was a reluctance to talk openly
about the stockpile, Brubaker says, and that led to
concerns between the Richmond community and the
military.

“It’s been a long time coming to destroy this stockpile.
Over 30 years �rst coming up with the approval to go
test technologies and coming up with the necessary
funding. These facilities are complex—years of
construction and years of testing out the process before
we go into operations,” Brubaker says.

“And at the end of that, to realize that we needed to do
something different, that we needed a more robust
process—and then to accomplish that in just over a
year’s time is just fantastic. I got here at the Blue Grass
Army Depot in 2009. In 10 years, I’ve seen it go from
essentially a grass �eld to up to 19 acres of a fully
robotic, fully automated processing plant.”

Warheads are separated from rocket motors while the assembly is held
in a vertical orientation. Photo courtesy CRG Automation

Aerospace, Defense and Industry 4.0

Northrop Grumman Soars With Automation

BAE Systems Taps Industry 4.0 Technology for New Aircraft
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A trio of dual-arm SCARAs
boost productivity and free
workers from strenuous
assembly tasks.

Danfoss Automates Valve
Assembly With Cobots

The automated cell has eliminated some of the monotonous
manual tasks that strained employees’ shoulders and arms. Photo
courtesy BILA A/S

V alves are a key component of heating, air-conditioning and refrigeration equipment. For example, in systems that use
water as a medium for heating and cooling, balancing valves regulate the �ow of hot or cold water to the various terminals

in the system. In air-conditioning and refrigeration systems, expansion valves control the �ow of refrigerant between the
compressor, condenser and evaporator.

Based in Nordborg, Denmark, Danfoss has been making valves for heating and cooling systems since the company was founded
back in 1933. Until August 2020, the work of assembling one type of valve was completely manual and required seven people.
Assemblers had to pull screwdrivers down and up again above shoulder height at very short intervals.

To improve ergonomics and increase productivity, Danfoss decided to automate the process. Working with BILA A/S, a systems
integrator based in Nykøbing Mors, Denmark, Danfoss engineers designed and installed a robotic assembly cell. Now, instead of
seven people, the cell consists of three people and three duAro collaborative robots from Kawasaki Robotics. The people carry
out only the complex parts of the assembly process, which require great accuracy and attention to detail. The remaining four
employees now perform other tasks at the factory.

“We have succeeded in eliminating some of the manual processes with monotonous and strenuous tasks that strain employees’
shoulders and arms,” says Michael Breumsø, vice president of the refrigeration and air-conditioning supply chain at Danfoss.
“This is the way forward: Robots can help ensure that industrial workers have a healthier work environment—one in which we can
work in until we reach the age of 75.”

The employees have accepted the new cell, pointing out that the robots are quiet and easy to operate.

Implementation of the valve
assembly cell took seven to eight
months from idea to operation.
Photo courtesy BILA A/S

“In the past, we were used to new machinery [with steep learning curves], but not with this technology,” says Breumsø. “It made
a difference that a duAro cobot was provided to us early in the project, so that we could all see it before implementation. I think
this helped to demystify the technology.”

Danfoss is one of the �rst manufacturers in Europe to deploy duAro cobots. The duAro is a SCARA robot with two horizontal
articulated arms originating from a single axis. Each arm can move independently, or the two can work with coordinated motion.
Low-power motors, a soft body, and speed and shared work zone monitoring ensure safe operation when working side by side
with people. In the event of a collision, the collision detection function instantaneously stops the cobot’s movement. Two models
are available: the duAro1 and duAro 2. Each arm of the duAro1 has a maximum reach of 760 millimeters and a Z axis of 150
millimeters. Repeatability is ±0.05 millimeter. Each arm can carry a maximum payload of 2 kilograms. Each arm of the duAro2
has a maximum reach of 785 millimeters and a Z axis of 550 millimeters. Repeatability is ±0.05 millimeter. Each arm can carry a
maximum payload of 3 kilograms.

The wheeled base of the cobot holds the controller. A direct teach function allows the operator to program the cobot by hand-
guiding each arm. It also can be programmed using a PC or tablet terminal by entering numerical values indicating the direction
and distance of each movement.

Danfoss uses several types of robots from multiple manufacturers throughout its production operations. Even so, the duAro
robots have stood out. “The duAro robots are especially good for us, because they are less bulky than [conventional robots,
which require shielding], and because they are faster than other cobots, since they have two arms,” says Breumsø. “The cell is
easy to monitor because it is not enclosed with a roof, Plexiglas, electronic safety net or soundproo�ng. This provides an open
and �exible work�ow and a good cycle time.”

Fast Deployment

Assemblers are happy to work
alongside cobots in the cell
because the machines are quiet
and easy to operate. Photo
courtesy BILA A/S

Danfoss took a new approach when choosing automation technology and a supplier. As a result, the entire project lasted only
seven to eight months from idea to operation.

“Normally, we do a lot of technical preparatory work ourselves, with 70 to 80 pages of technical writing for suppliers with
requirements and detailed speci�cations of equipment, and then we run a tender process,” says Breumsø. “In this case, however,
we chose to ask BILA to draw up a proposal from the outset. It was about making sure that we got the best possible technical
solution, and not just the solution that we wanted to have. Working so closely with the supplier from the start actually reduced
implementation time by three to six months, and we saved a lot of time on meetings and technical processing.”

The three-cobot cell was commissioned after a thorough analysis in which engineers from BILA and Danfoss screened the entire
factory for automation potential and came up with 20 possibilities for process optimization. Danfoss chose to implement four of
those projects, which included the duAro cell for valve assembly. All together, the four process optimization projects enabled
Danfoss to improve factorywide productivity by more than 10 percent in less than a year. Danfoss expects the automation
investment to pay for itself in two years.

A tray of valve bodies awaits pick up by a cobot.
Photo courtesy BILA A/S

The company plans to reuse the automation concept and the collaborative model at other factories in the Danfoss Group.

“When many of the low-hanging fruits have been picked in terms of automation, then the next step is cobots, where some of the
task can be automated and other parts are handled manually,” says Peter Suhr, global key account manager for BILA, who
helped to identify the automation potential at Danfoss. “This can really improve a manufacturer’s competitiveness in a global
market.”

For more information on industrial robots and cobots, visit Kawasaki Robotics’ website here. For more information on automated
assembly systems, visit BILA’s website here.

To see a video of the cobot assembly cell at Danfoss, click here. 

Design for Robotic Assembly

Precon�gured Robot Workcells Enable Ready-to-Go Automation

Robot Dos and Don’ts
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THE ASSEMBLY SHOW

By Jim Camillo // Senior Editor //
camilloj@bnpmedia.com

In-person trade show provides
thousands of engineers with key

insights into smart
manufacturing, evolving

technologies and state-of-the-art
tools for assembly.

What’s New From the
ASSEMBLY Show

More than 3,000 manufacturing professionals saw the latest robots, fastening
tools and automation at the ninth annual ASSEMBLY Show.

More than 3,000 manufacturing professionals saw the latest robots, fastening tools and automation at the ninth annual
ASSEMBLY Show, which was held Oct. 26-28 at the Donald E. Stephens Convention Center in Rosemont, IL.

The show featured 211 exhibitors spread across 61,200 square feet of �oor space. Some 74 percent of the 2021 exhibitors
renewed their booth space on-site for the 2022 show.

“It was wonderful to bring the industry back together
safely in person and receive very positive feedback from
the exhibitors and attendees who truly appreciate the
focus of this event exclusively on assembly,” says Bill
DeYoe, publisher of ASSEMBLY Magazine. “We look
forward to welcoming back an even larger domestic and
international audience to our assembly community next
year when we return to Rosemont for our 10th
anniversary event in October 2022.”

About 4,500 industry professionals from across the
United States and around the world registered to attend
the show. Attendees came from every industry covered
by ASSEMBLY magazine, including such companies as
3M, Baxter Healthcare, Honda, Honeywell, John Deere,
Kawasaki Motors, Kohler, Motorola, Northrop Grumman,
Tesla and Yamaha.

The event kicked off with three workshops that attracted
hundreds of attendees. Panelists for the “Electric Vehicle
Assembly: Challenges and Opportunities” workshop
discussed the important role that speci�c tools and
techniques play in this assembly process. These
technologies include battery leak testing, robotics and
pulsed arc welding.

Sudhanshu Gaur, vice president at Hitachi America and chief architect
of smart manufacturing at Hitachi Astemo, delivered a thought-
provoking keynote address to a large crowd.

Nearly 30 exhibitors showcased
robots and robot accessories,
including FANUC America Corp.

During the “Fastening and Joining: New and Alternative Methods” workshop, attendees learned that tried-and-true joining
technologies like resistance spot welding are not always the best for new materials like composites, engineering plastics,
aluminum and higher-strength, lighter-weight steels. Discussed alternatives include specialty adhesives like syntactic foams,
clinching, self-pierce riveting, �ow-drill screws and laser welding.

Panelists for “Robotics Assembly: Beyond the Basics” offered engineers several ways to apply robotics beyond simple pick-and-
place operations and capitalize on the full capabilities of this technology. Arti�cial intelligence, vision guidance, automated
screwdriving and cobot multitasking were all discussed in detail.

Editors from ASSEMBLY Magazine led dozens of attendees on six guided exhibit hall tours. Chief Editor John Sprovieri led the
“Robotics” and “Fastening Tools” tours; Senior Editor Austin Weber led the “Autonomous & Electric Mobility” and “Industry 4.0”
tours; and Senior Editor Jim Camillo led the “Pressing & Riveting” and “Automated Assembly” tours.

Subject matter experts from nearly a dozen exhibitors gave presentations at the show’s Learning Theaters in the exhibit hall.
The sessions, which averaged 40 attendees, covered topics such as automation, automated guided vehicles, Cartesian robots,
collaborative robots, robotic leak testing, motion control and error-proo�ng.

During the opening night “Taste of Rosemont” reception, high school students from PWNAGE Robotics team 2451 demonstrated
the various robots they built, all of which use technology that is applicable for assembly. The team is based in St. Charles, IL,
sponsored primarily by exhibitor Genesis Automation and competes in FIRST (For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and
Technology) Robotics competitions internationally to gain real-world engineering experience.

A new feature at this year’s show was the Autonomous & Electric Mobility display, which featured the Zimmer Group gripper
used to help build the Ford Mustang Mach-E. The display was presented by Autonomous and Electric Mobility, a supplement of
ASSEMBLY Magazine that features news and products for mobility industry professionals focused on automated, connected,
electri�ed and shared vehicle technologies.

Keynote Discusses Smart Manufacturing Strategies

Keynote speaker Sudhanshu Gaur told attendees that manufacturers must learn how to upgrade the skills of their current workforce and
properly train new hires if they hope to successfully implement I4.0.

Nearly every manufacturer has questions about Industry 4.0 (I4.0), but not all of them are equally important, noted Sudhanshu
Gaur, vice president at Hitachi America and chief architect of smart manufacturing at Hitachi Astemo, in his keynote
presentation, “Smart Manufacturing: Today and Tomorrow.” Gaur recommended company management address one question
before all others: Do you know the necessary steps to take to properly implement your I4.0 plan?

When Gaur asked this question to the large audience in attendance, only one or two hands were raised. In contrast, every hand
was raised a minute earlier when Gaur asked, “How many here have heard of I4.0?”

ASSEMBLY Magazine Senior Editor Austin Weber (right), presents Marc Mueller, plant director at GKN Automotive, with the magazine’s 2021
Plant of the Year Award for the GKN ePowertrain assembly plant in Newton, NC.

“New ways of data collection are now possible thanks to I4.0,” Gaur pointed out. “It also gives manufacturers new ways to use
and bene�t from this data.”

These include overcoming traditional challenges like optimizing overall equipment effectiveness, meeting dynamic market
changes and closing the skills gap in workers. More and better data can also help companies meet challenges that have arisen
since the onset of COVID-19, such as supply chain disruptions, a remote work force and cybersecurity concerns.

Gaur said that Hitachi Astemo has taken a three-prong approach to successfully implement its I4.0 program. The �rst part is
“organization readiness.”

“For us, this involves establishing use cases, determining the necessary budget and ROI, and then ensuring internal alignment
throughout the company,” explained Gaur. “After all, I4.0 must be an interdepartmental process to succeed.”

“Technology readiness” is step two. Gaur said that Hitachi Astemo achieved this by focusing on data readiness before
implementing the necessary IIoT infrastructure. Only at that point was Hitachi Astemo able to obtain real-world and real-time
insights into the company’s assembly applications, both simple and complex.

The third factor is “operational readiness,” which enabled Hitachi Astemo to obtain key process and worker-behavior insights
that, in turn, lead to pro�table outcomes. According to Gaur, this approach helped the company scale up its I4.0 plan from one
line in a plant to all lines in a plant, and then from one plant to all plants.

Scott Marsic, group product manager for robotics at Epson Robots, spoke about “Why Automate? Manufacturing Considerations in Today’s
‘New Normal’” during his Learning Theater talk.

Looking ahead, Gaur said that manufacturers must learn how to upgrade the skills of their current workforce and properly train
new hires if they hope to successfully implement I4.0. He added that nearly 60 percent of these skilled labor positions remain
un�lled.

“Something like 70 to 80 percent of smart manufacturing initiatives fail at various stages,” said Gaur. “More often than not, it’s not
the technology that’s the bottleneck.”

Rather, according to Gaur, there often exists a huge gap between the intended bene�ciaries of such initiatives—like the workers
and supervisors—and the team that’s actually in charge of driving the initiatives. As a result, the voice of the end-users is not
accounted for.

The ASSEMBLY Show featured 210 exhibitors spread across 61,200 square feet of �oor space. Here an attendee tries out a Panasonic power
screwdriver.

“To have a successful initiative, you need to bring all your stakeholders together to reach a consensus,” Gaur recommended.
“This includes the IT, production, engineering and maintenance teams. Next, take baby steps, and �gure out an iterative process.
What are the use cases, and are they scalable? What is the ROI, and what technology is needed to obtain it?”

Prior to the keynote address, representatives from the GKN Automotive factory in Newton, NC, received the 2021 Assembly
Plant of the Year Award from ASSEMBLY Magazine.

Product of the Year Winners

Pallumina is an environmentally friendly pretreatment
process for metal car and truck bodies prior to painting.
Developed by Henkel Corp., it won �rst place in the
“Adhesives, Dispensing and Curing” product category.

To draw attention to the breadth and quality of new technologies on display at The ASSEMBLY Show, we again held a “Product of
the Year” contest during the event.

Twenty innovative products were nominated in �ve categories. Attendees voted for their favorites via tablet computers at a
special display on the show �oor. Voting was open during the �rst two days of the show, and the winners were announced the
morning of Thursday, Oct. 28.

In the “Assembly Machines and Systems” category, the winning product was an automated production line from LANCO
Integrated that assembles micron-sized parts. The line was developed to build three variants of a rice-size subassembly for a
micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) device used in consumer electronics and medical devices. Before this, the
subassemblies were manually built. Design engineers knew that working at the micron level meant that every part of the
process would be subject to movement that could not be seen. The line features a rotary dial, a pallet-transfer system, many
compact work cells and 18 six-axis robots, which build subassemblies at a rate of 1,440 per hour with the help of machine vision.

The Gecko-inspired ADHESO
gripper from SCHUNK was voted
the most popular product in the
“Robotics” category.

In the “Adhesives, Dispensing and Curing” category, the winning product was Pallumina, an environmentally friendly
pretreatment process from Henkel Corp. for metal car and truck bodies prior to painting. The process improves paint adhesion to
the vehicle body while preventing corrosion. It is effective on all major metals, including 100 percent aluminum. Compared with
conventional pretreatment processes, the new process cleans and prepares metal for painting in four steps rather than seven.
The process also eliminates zinc, nickel and manganese phosphates, and reduces sludge generation by up to 90 percent. In
addition, it requires 40 percent less energy and 50 percent less water.

Hundreds of people attended
several Learning Theater
presentations during the three-
day event.

Wera Tools’ 6004 Joker universal ratcheting wrenches won the “Fastening Tools” category. Each wrench automatically and
continuously adjusts itself to tighten a range of fasteners in both metric and standard sizes. The hand tool comes in six sizes,
covering a total range of 7 to 32 millimeters or 1/4 to 15/16 inch. At its resting state, the mouth of the wrench is at its smallest
size. Pressing the tool onto the fastener causes it to automatically open and adjust precisely to the size of the fastener. When
pressure is taken off the tool, it readjusts to grab either the point or �at of the fastener without needing to be removed from the
fastener.

Condair Inc. exhibited at The ASSEMBLY Show for the �rst time this year. Its humidi�cation and evaporative cooling systems improve the
health of workers on the assembly line. Photo by Jim Camillo

The ADHESO gripper from SCHUNK was voted the most popular product in the “Robotics” category. Inspired by gecko feet, the
gripper consists of hundreds of �ne polymer bristles that adhere to various materials without leaving a residue. It does not apply
mechanical force to a part, but instead works on the principle of Van der Waals forces. To pick up a part, the gripper is gently
pressed against it. The part is released by rotary, tilting or sliding movement, or with the help of an active wiper. Holes or
interruptions in the workpiece surface are no problem. The gripper requires no external power, emits no particles and leaves no
marks on the part when released.

David Cash, technical application specialist at Mountz Inc., discussed “5 Key Error-Proo�ng Assembly Process Techniques” during his Learning
Theater presentation. Photo by Jim Camillo

In the “Factory of the Future” category, the winning product was a library of con�gurable apps, connectors and device drivers
made by Tulip to help manufacturers accelerate their digital transformation. The company’s no-code frontline operations
platform removes IT bottlenecks and enables citizen development of manufacturing software. This allows the teams closest to
operations to own and update the systems that power their processes, while following company guidelines and ful�lling IT
requirements. The apps also enable assemblers to create and con�gure software that elevates their processes without locking
them into vendor-speci�c data models and static applications that require heavy customization.

Next year’s ASSEMBLY Show will be held Oct. 25-27, 2022. For more information, visit www.theassemblyshow.com.

ASSEMBLY Magazine editors hosted six tours during the show this year. Here, the group taking the “Automated Assembly” tour stops by ATC
Automation to hear Frank Richardi (center), business development manager at ATC, discuss the integrator’s capabilities and recent projects.
Photo by Jim Camillo
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INTEGRATED SHOWCASES

For 40 years, Zimmer Group have been producing
connection-ready, custom grippers. Zimmer System
Solutions allow us to equip any make of robot or gantry, and
increase the functionality and e�ciency of your robots. Our
8000+ back catalog comes from close collaboration with end
customers and integrators built on trust.

Zimmer Group US, Inc.

828-855-9722
Sales.us@zimmer-group.com
www.zimmer-group.com

Custom End of Arm Tooling

RACO Electric Actuators provide a reliable solution for all of
your linear motion needs. A variety of design con�gurations
provide a multitude of thrust and speed ratings. RACO
Electric Actuators are designed to be robust with virtually no
maintenance while also being economical to operate and
friendly to the environment. 

RACO International, LP

412-835-5744
raco@racointernational.com
www.racointernational.com

RACO – The Versatile Electric Actuator

The enFORCE’s lineup of servo presses includes the “mini-
press” offering a compact design for loads up to 1KN (224lb)
in both a 100mm and 150mm stroke.  The integrated load
cell and resolver provide highly accurate closed-loop control
of the press process.  Programming couldn’t be simpler with
our easy-to-understand, picture-based user software while
also providing resultant press data of each cycle.

FEC Automation Systems

(586) 580-2622

sales@fec-usa.com

www.fec-usa.com

FEC’s “Mini” Electric Servo Press

Fusion Systems Group builds turnkey machines that provide
years of cost-e�cient production.

Assembly Machines, Material Handling, Welding, Robotic
Dispensing, etc. 

Visit our web site, review the machine examples and
discover our diverse capabilities.

Let us solve your manufacturing process problems. Contact
us today for a quotation on your next machine or automation
project.

Fusion Systems Group
(440) 946-3300 
(800) 626-9501
info@fusionsystemsgroup.com
www.fusionsytemsgroup.com

Robotic Dispensing, Welding & Assembly
Machines

Performance Feeders’ line of standard belt conveyors allows
us to deliver everything from simple standalone conveyors to
custom automated material handling systems tailored
exactly to your needs. We offer many conveyor belt types
including �at belt, cleated belt, plastic chain, timing belt and
stainless steel mesh. Visit
www.performancefeeders.com/product-review.

Performance Feeders, Inc.

813-855-2685
Sales@PerformanceFeeders.com
www.PerformanceFeeders.com

Standard and Custom Conveyor Systems

Fully electric forming with the high speed and precision. 
Compact design is available as standalone machine or in a
work cell, up to 200 mm of stroke and  forming forces from
1-50 Kn. Interchangeable process head allows for radial,
orbital or roller forming and includes the HPPi software for
system process control and monitoring. 

Baltec Corporation

724-873-5757
info.us@baltec.com
www.baltecorporation.com

BalTec ELECTRIC – Precision and
Flexibility

WEISS Pick & Place handling modules and other automation
solutions are recognized as some of the most reliable and
robust in the world. WEISS Pick & Place units are also a cost-
effective alternative to a SCARA robot - providing proven
speed, an extremely long service life, and both accuracy and
e�ciency. 

WEISS North America, Inc.

888-WEISSNA (888-934-7762)
info.us@weiss-world.com
www.weiss-world.com

Proven Speed, Accuracy & Efficiency 
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MOSER ON MANUFACTURING

HARRY MOSER // PRESIDENT // THE RESHORING INITIATIVE

CONTACT
Author

Assembly Operations
Contribute to Reshoring

The 2021 National Metalworking Reshoring Award was given to Acme Alliance, a
leading die caster in Northbrook, IL. Receiving the award from Harry Moser
(right) are (from left) Matt Thavis, director of business development for Acme
Alliance, Mauri Mendes, president of Acme Alliance, JR Kinnett, general
manager of Acme Alliance. Photo courtesy Reshoring Initiative

The pandemic has spurred a national push to strengthen the domestic supply chain, driving reshoring numbers higher. If the
second half of 2021 progresses at the same rate as the �rst half, reshoring and foreign direct investment (FDI) job
announcements for 2021 are projected to be over 220,000 or 38 percent above an excellent 2020, according to the latest data
from the Reshoring Initiative. That would give 2021 by far the highest yearly rate recorded to date.

Here are the top takeaways from our data:

You can read the full report here: Reshoring Initiative IH2021 Data Report: Reshoring Poised to Surge 38 percent to Record High.

For the second year in a row, reshoring job announcements outpaced FDI—62 percent vs. 38 percent. Companies are
focusing on their home markets.

The number of companies reporting new reshoring and FDI is also set for a new annual record: more than 1,800
companies

The jobs in transportation equipment manufacturing are mostly related to electric vehicle battery production.

The computer and electronics industry has seen the largest jump in percent of jobs, due to investment in semiconductor
and chip manufacturing.

New jobs for manufacturing medical protective equipment and pharmaceuticals are down from 2020

So far this year Ohio, Arizona and Tennessee have seen the most job announcements. Texas has dropped from second in
2020 to 13th in 2021. South Carolina is 11th after years as No. 1.

Koller-Craft, a molder and assembler of automotive
components, recently transferred a lot of business
from Mexico to its plant in Gadsden, AL. Photo
courtesy Koller-Craft LLC

Two Companies Reshore Assembly

Koller-Craft LLC is a family-owned and -operated Tier 2 molder and assembler of automotive components, including interior trim
pieces, decorative parts, cup holder assemblies and door handle assemblies.

“We just transferred a lot of business from Mexico to our plant in Gadsden, AL, because the company there couldn’t get enough
people to do the work,” says Gary Craft, director of sales at Koller-Craft South. “They were having problems getting employees.
And once their product got to the border, the trucks were sitting there for �ve to seven days because of sta�ng issues at the
border.” Freight cost, inventory, supply chain interruptions, political instability and total cost made offshore production
unappealing. Improvement in customer responsiveness, higher productivity, infrastructure, lead time, time to market and
proximity to customers made reshoring attractive. Koller is adding 15 to 20 workers to its 170-employee plant.

New Jersey-based solar tech company NanoPV is investing $36 million in a solar panel assembly plant in Georgia. Some 500
hires are planned.

“We are very proud to execute our largest solar manufacturing entity at Americus, Sumter County, Georgia,” says Anna Selvan
John, Ph.D., president and CEO of NanoPV. Pat Wilson, commissioner of the Georgia Department of Economic Development
adds, “We are witnessing a rebirth of the solar manufacturing industry in the United States.”

Acme Alliance Wins 2021 National Metalworking Reshoring Award

Acme Alliance LLC, a leading die caster in Northbrook, IL, received the 2021 National Metalworking Reshoring Award in
recognition of its success bringing manufacturing back home to the United States. I was honored to present the award at the
Fabtech show Sept. 14.

The award is given annually in recognition of successful reshoring. The award honors companies that have effectively reshored
products, parts or tooling made primarily by metal forming, fabricating, casting or machining, including additive manufacturing.
Both OEMs and suppliers are eligible. The award is made possible by the Reshoring Initiative, the Precision Metalforming
Association, The Association for Manufacturing Technology, and the National Tooling and Machining Association. The Society for
Manufacturing Engineers generously provided the venue and audiovisual recording. Companies can apply for the 2022 Award at
www.amtonline.org/article/reshoring-award.

Acme Alliance was chosen as the award winner for several reasons. They have had a history of reshoring products for their
customers. In one case, their reshoring �xed a quality problem and cut the customer’s inventory by 94 percent! According to our
data, quality/rework/warranty and inventory rank in the top ten in�uencing factors for reshoring with quality ranked as No. 1.

“In our business model, we use our worldwide manufacturing footprint to produce and deliver products to the regions that they
are assembled [and used] by our customers,” says Mauri Mendes, president of Acme Alliance. “We truly believe being close to
our customer is the most important strategy. We are seeing many large organizations switching their strategy by reshoring their
supply chain.”

Matt Thavis, Director of Value Stream Development, provides additional insight into Acme’s reshoring success: “Acme’s vision is
all about lean shoring or reshoring. We offer a total cost of ownership business model that reduces client lead time, inventories,
freight cost and any ampli�cation of quality concerns. We focus on total cost, not just the single part price of a given component.
We seek to reduce the extended value stream, by offering standardized regional manufacturing for our global OEM clients.”

See if reshoring makes economic sense for your company. The Reshoring Initiative’s resources can be found on our website,
www.reshorenow.org. Among those resources are 20 webinars related to reshoring. If you or your customer has an opportunity
to reshore or wants to �nd opportunities, contact us at info@reshorenow.org.

About the Author
Harry Moser is the president of the Reshoring Initiative. His column will appear every other month, alternating with Austin Weber’s
“On Campus.” Has your company reshored production? Are you thinking about it? We’d like to hear of your success or help you
achieve it. With your approval, we would love to report on your successes or opportunities in future issues. Contact
harry.moser@reshorenow.org.

The number of companies reporting new reshoring and
FDI jobs is set for a new annual record.
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ASSEMBLY ESSENTIALS
ATI ROBOTIC TOOL
CHANGERS FOR ASSEMBLY
APPLICATIONS

The pneumatically-actuated QC-7 features No-Touch locking technology and a patented Fail-Safe locking mechanism for a
secure connection between the master and tool. The design integrates lock/unlock sensors without the need for an additional
interface plate. This tool changer handles payloads up to 35 lbs (16 kg) and is compatible with variety of industrial and
collaborative robot models. 

For over 30 years, ATI Industrial Automation has been leading the way in engineering state-of-the-art robotic accessories and
robot arm tooling, including Robotic Tool Changers, Multi-Axis Force/Torque Sensing Systems, Utility Couplers, Material Removal
Tools, Robotic Collision Sensors, Manual Tool Changers, and Compliance Devices. Their robot end-effector products are found in
thousands of successful applications around the world. 

Visit ATI’s website for more information on all of their robotic end-effector products.

W hen multiple tools are needed to get the job done,
ATI Industrial Automation’s Robotic Tool Changers

are a must-have. Designed for �exibility, Robotic Tool
Changers enable multiple robot end-effectors to be used
in one operation and allow for quick exchange of tooling
for maintenance and repair. Grippers, 3D scanners, and
other assembly tools can be deployed in the same cycle
and streamline automated assembly tasks.

ATI offers a wide variety of standard tool changer models
as well as utility modules to accommodate a wide variety
of applications and environments. ATI’s engineering team
can also customize a solution for speci�c application
needs.

The QC-7, A New Tool Changing Standard

ATI has developed a new standard robotic tool changing and
storage solution; the QC-7 Robotic Tool Changer. This lightweight
yet durable tool changer offers a variety of con�guration options
with ATI’s Pass-Through Utility Modules and Tool Stand systems.
An optional ML12 Electrical Module attaches easily to the QC-7 Tool
Changer body, which also includes �ve pass-through air ports and
lock/unlock air �ttings. 

The QC-7 Robotic Tool Changer features a low stack height and
mounts directly to ISO 9409-1-31.5-4-M5 robot wrists. This tool
changer is compatible with ATI’s modular Tool Stands and has an
optional tool storage hook to make robot programming easy.

ATI Industrial Automation

1031 Goodworth Drive

Apex, NC  27539

919-772-0115

www.ati-ia.com
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HOW TO DETERMINE WHEN ELECTRIC
RIVETING/FORMING TECHNOLOGY IS
A BETTER OPTION THAN
TRADITIONAL
PNEUMATIC/HYDRAULIC TECHNOLOGYF or over 50 years, BalTec has been a leader in joint forming

technology such as radial, orbital and roll forming. BalTec has
a worldwide presence through a diverse sales and support staff
with o�ces and plants located in Switzerland (headquarters),
United States, Germany, France, Great Britain, Brazil, China, Spain
and Mexico.

Traditionally, joint forming technology was accomplished through
pneumatic or hydraulic pressing. Adding rotary tool motion to the
press operation greatly reduces the amount of downward force
needed to accomplish the same or better results. An ongoing
industry demand in the manufacturing and assembly process is to
increase production and decrease costs while maintaining or
improving quality. Through BalTec’s continuous improvement,
advancements were made with the BalTec HPP Process Controller
to effectively monitor, control and adjust the riveting process
through industry-proven projection control and Auto-Compensation
modules that allow high deviations in part tolerances. 

Limitations still exist with effectively controlling a
pneumatic/hydraulic cylinder, not to mention the high operating
costs and environmental impact associated with the traditional
process. One may use a slower approach speed or add-on device
to achieve a high level of control, but this leads to longer cycle
times, lower production and greater potential of downtime due to
component failure. In the past, it has been expensive, di�cult or
impossible to obtain precision and speed when using traditional
pneumatics or hydraulics. 

A line of BalTec Electric Riveting unit addresses these issues
associated with traditional pneumatic/hydraulic riveting machine
by using a 100% electrically powered unit. You now have full
positional control due to servo-driven rotary and linear motion
allowing for real-time monitoring and process control of linear
force, speed and position. Another advantage is process data
collection and remote access to data, parameters and programs
making it Industry 4.0 ready. Associated operating costs of a
pneumatic/hydraulic unit has now been eliminated as well as a
making the BalTec Electric unit an environment friendly device
since air-oil and hydraulic �uid is non-existent. Due to the drive
screw and bearing design, the Electric unit has a greater power
density than pneumatic where space may be a premium in
automation work cell design. 

The traditional pneumatic riveting machine may su�ce on some joint forming applications, but if your speci�c application
demands a very short cycle time, or high level of control while maximizing throughput and assuring quality, or if traditional joint
technology does not meet your requirements, then the BalTec Electric Riveting unit may be the right choice. With our vast
knowledge and experience in joint forming technology, contact a local o�ce to assist in determining if the BalTec Electric Riveter
is the right option.

Baltec

724-873-5757 

info.us@baltec.com

www.baltecorporation.com
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ASSEMBLY SOLUTIONS IN E-
MOBILITY

Regarding technical cleanliness, DEPRAG has developed its complete CleanFeed concept with speci�c CleanFeed components;
this includes elements for low-abrasion part feeding to minimize the accumulation of damaging particles from the outset. Sword
feeders, for example, are incredibly gentle at sorting, separating, and supplying fasteners. Sensors on the device automatically
determine the number of strokes necessary so that stroke movement, and therefore abrasion, are kept to a minimum. 

Furthermore, hoppers help keep a consistently low quantity of fasteners in the feeding system, because fewer screws mean less
contamination. Since the generation of particles cannot entirely be eliminated, suction systems also serve as an effective
method of creating cleanroom conditions. The DEPRAG “Particle Killer” targets and removes particulates before assembly and
ejects them through a �lter. On the other hand, an SFM-V vacuum screwdriving module uses suction to remove residual dirt
directly from the screwdriving tool via additional vacuum sources. As well as modi�cations to the hardware, particle
contamination can also be addressed through intelligent adjustments managed by the controller, such as a reduction in speed
during bit engagement with the screw head; this has the added bene�t of reducing wear and tear on the tool.

Finally, because productivity plays an essential role in the mobility sector, DEPRAG has developed a new digital service, the
“Cockpit,” facilitating an easy introduction to the interconnected factory. This software allows for the supervision and analysis of
assembly tasks and provides analysis tools for continuous process optimization and the recognition of trends. The data from a
company’s various factory locations, its production lines, and connected devices are collected centrally by the system. Data can
even be collected from production locations spread throughout the world.

E lectromobility is the de�nitive key technology for the
sustainable transport system of the future. The policy-

assisted development of E-mobility is moving in the right
direction. However, the automotive industry and its suppliers still
�nd themselves in a dilemma regarding the design and project
planning of their production and assembly systems. Uncertainty
in planning for the proper volume, for instance, continues to be
one of the most signi�cant challenges. E-mobility imposes
certain requirements on the assembly process:

top processing reliability for safety-related
components

high �exibility due to the wide variety of assemblies

the use of system components with reliable electro-
static discharge (ESD) capability

These components also require an assembly environment that
both ful�lls the guidelines of technical cleanliness and scores
highly on the ergonomic front. Ultimately, the customer may face
di�culties in coming up with an economical solution to all this
complexity.

Fortunately, as an automation specialist, DEPRAG can address
this complexity by offering �exible assembly solutions that can
all be adapted to the current market situation, from components
and manual workstations, up to semi- or fully automatic
assembly systems. This �exibility helps mitigate production
planning uncertainties and is responsive to the modi�cation
demands placed on production equipment. As one such solution,
the “intelligent manual workstation” can be �exibly adjusted to
any economic situation and is particularly bene�cial if ROI does
not allow a case to be made for full automation. This is
especially relevant for E-mobility where production rate trends
are di�cult to predict. For the assembly of E-mobility
components, it could be preferable to opt for a �exible,
upgradeable assembly line with intelligent manual workstations
that combine manual handling with high processing reliability.

In addition to its standardized manual workstations, DEPRAG has
developed automated, extremely �exible assembly cells – the
DCAM product family. Equipped with one or more modern
screwdriving function modules, high-quality industrial spindle
screwdrivers, and an appropriate screw feeder, it will complete
any screwdriving task. The modular assembly cell is particularly
suitable for �uctuating production rates, diverse product ranges,
and short product life cycles. As a system solution, the DCAM
combines e�ciency with the best possible processing reliability.

DEPRAG, Inc.

(800) 433-7724

(972) 221-8731

marketing@depragusa.com

https://www.depragusa.com
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HELPING MANUFACTURERS
FIND THE RIGHT SOLUTION

I n today's fast-paced technological world, manufacturers’ requirements are greater than ever. The assembly process is
expected to be faster and leaner with less waste, while products must be durable, �exible, and cost-effective. Finding the right

materials to optimize product assembly is increasingly complex, requiring an experienced team to identify the best solution.

Choosing the Right Supplier

Partnering with a skilled, knowledgeable specialty chemical and equipment supplier like Ellsworth Adhesives is the �rst step in
ensuring your application exceeds expectations. Founded in 1974, Ellsworth Adhesives offers expert technical advice, value
added services, and a host of resources to ensure we provide the best possible solution for our customer’s application
requirements in almost every major industry. The company has developed a reputation for providing an unusual combination of
excellence in distribution and manufacturing, as well as the most comprehensive level of technical expertise available.

Engineering Your Assembly Process

Our Engineering Sales Representatives (ESRs) and Inside Technical Service Group are known as Glue Doctors®, providing expert
advice for any application with 800+ years of combined experience. Glue Doctors® work alongside customers to understand
what kinds of materials they’re looking for, how they’ll be applied, and how they’ll be used after production. Many have advanced
engineering educations and experience.

Taking a customized, customer-focused approach allows us to not only choose the right
products based on a manufacturer’s requirements, but identify opportunities to improve including:

Decreasing cost of materials or labor

Simplifying the production process

Reducing waste

Enhancing product performance

Improving assembly accuracy

Optimizing packaging

Product Selection & Expertise

As a total solution provider, Ellsworth Adhesives offers a wide variety of products from over 65 of the industry’s top
manufacturers:

Adhesives

Sealants

Lubricants

Coatings

Encapsulants

Tapes

Soldering Products

Surface Preparations

Specialty Chemicals

Maintenance and Repair Products

Dispensing Equipment

You’ll bene�t from access to big names like 3M, Dow, Henkel, Parker LORD, Sulzer Mixpac, and more all in one spot. Glue
Doctors® have education and experience with every brand and product category we sell. This includes close working
relationships with product manufacturers, ensuring we’re aware of updates or new formulations.

Specialty Services

To support our extensive product catalog, Ellsworth Adhesives also offers a full suite of valuable services. Our goal is to build
long-term relationships with customers, which means meeting needs at every step of the supply chain.

Certi�cation and Documentation Control

Custom Formulation

Custom Labeling & Documentation

Custom Packaging

Low Pressure Molding Contract Manufacturing

ePlus Inventory Management

As part of a network of divisions, Ellsworth Adhesives has developed a unique system of companies that allow us to deliver
comprehensive services for manufacturers including:

Fluid Research, which develops meter mix and dispensing equipment.

Fisnar, which develops industrial robots and automation solutions for �uid dispensing.

KitPackers, which creates custom packaging of adhesives and other specialty chemicals.

MoldMan Systems™, which manufactures low pressure molding machines.

ResinLab, which custom formulates adhesives, encapsulants, and coatings.

Experts Backed by Experience

Ellsworth Adhesives’ team of Glue Doctors® are backed by more than 46 years of industry experience, bene�tting from
leadership that values continued innovation in adhesive and specialty chemical technology. Manufacturers looking for reputable
partners that are well-versed in the adhesive industry trust Ellsworth Adhesives for the job.

Looking for help identifying the right adhesive or equipment choice for your assembly process? We’d love to work with you – Ask
the Glue Doctor® to get started.

Ellsworth Adhesives

W129 N10825 Washington Drive

Germantown, WI 53022

(877) 454-9224

info@ellsworth.com

www.ellsworth.com
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ASSEMBLY ESSENTIALS
IMPROVE YOUR PROCESS
WITH FISNAR

F isnar®, an Ellsworth Adhesives company, is a leading international manufacturer and supplier of precision �uid dispensing
and handling solutions. With over 45 years of knowledge of the dispense industry and its global requirements, we have a

wide range of dispensing products and services including robots, valves, dispensers, and a complete selection of consumables.

Dispensing Solutions for Every Application

Armed with technical expertise and a diverse portfolio of dispensing products, Fisnar provides turn-key solutions to suit every
budget, application, and industry. We supply everything from simple hand or bench dispensers, to highly advanced automatic
robotic dispensing systems. Fisnar also offers pumps, reservoirs, and a complete line of consumables. By choosing Fisnar �uid
dispensing products, you’ll be con�dent in the precise application of assembly �uids, ensuring reduced rejects and high product
quality.

Manual & Automatic Fluid Dispensers

Fluid dispensers provide precise control during application, available in both manual and automatic options depending on the
type of assembly process. Fisnar �uid dispensers are designed to work with a variety of substrates including adhesives,
cyanoacrylates, UV resins, silicones, RTVs, and anaerobic materials.

Our newest �uid dispenser is the DC50, a general-purpose, compact, low-cost option that’s easy to use and suitable for both low
and high viscosity �uids. It provides high reliability, repeatable dispensing, and adjustable vacuum suckback control, as well as
two modes of operation: manual and timed mode.

The DC50’s industry standard air-output connector ensures universal compatibility with syringe adapter heads.

Customizable Industrial Robotics

As many manufacturers transition to autonomous assembly systems, dispensing robots are a cost-effective, e�cient choice that
can be fully customized to a company’s unique process. Fisnar benchtop robots can easily update your manual dispensing to an
automated system, saving money, waste, time, and labor. Benchtop robots are available in 3, 4, or 5-axis models.

If preserving your existing assembly line is important, Fisnar assembly line robotic systems are a great choice that can easily
integrate with in-line industrial automation. The systems have axes above the application, making them ideal for large
dispensing applications, pick and place processes, or jobs requiring a fourth axis, such as when using a spray valve.

Enhancing Your Robot with Add-Ons

Along with robotics, Fisnar offers an ever-expanding line of robotic accessories to help you get the most out of your robot.
Options like tip alignment kits and tip alignment modules help keep dispensing needles in place when switching between
materials or tip types. Tip and needle types include tapered tips, PTFE tips, needle tips, blunt end tips, and stainless-steel tips –
all with luer lock �ttings. A range of nozzles and cartridges are stocked for larger volumes of liquids, including retainers, adapters,
pistons, caps, and barrels.

Choosing the Right Dispensing Valve

After choosing your robot and accessories, dispensing valves are a crucial component to completing your dispensing system.
Not sure which valve is the right �t for your dispensing system? By determining your desired �uid viscosity, �uid content, and
application type, Fisnar can identify the best choice for the job. We offer spool valves for high viscosity materials, poppet valves
for smaller shot sizes, diaphragm valves for volatile �uids and UV resins, pinch-tube valves for volatiles and cyanoacrylates,
needle valves for dots, and auger valves for high viscosity �uids such as solder paste applications.

We offer FREE robot video trial services to ensure end user accuracy. You’ll get a �rst-hand look at the process to ensure
everything works to your expectations. To learn more about improving your process with Fisnar, visit our website or contact us at
info@�snar.com.

Fisnar

W129 N10825 Washington Drive

Germantown, WI 53022

866-634-7627

Fisnar.com
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ASSEMBLY ESSENTIALS
METER/MIX DISPENSE SYSTEMS

Fluid Research® develops technology and proprietary system controls for accurate, durable, and reliable metering mix systems
and dispensing equipment designed for benchtop, cart mount, or free-standing workstations. These systems can easily mix and
dispense numerous materials including abrasives, adhesives, sealants, and polymers. Compatible in a wide variety of industries,
Fluid Research systems deliver consistent control and uniform results all while meeting environmental standards. This enables
companies to recoup considerable operation costs after the initial investment through improved safety, decreased labor and
repairs, and waste reduction.

Leaders in Liquid Control

Servicing the industry’s widest range of �uid viscosities, the Fluid Research® portfolio offers superior performance with even the
most abrasive �llers and chemically aggressive materials. Advanced system controls allow users to bene�t from leak and drip
free operation with low maintenance.

Meter Mix Dispense Systems: Mechanical meter mix dispense systems ensure that the dispensed material will perform at

the manufacturer’s speci�cation and to the speci�cations needed in the �nal design of the component. Fluid Research

designs customized �uid management and dispensing systems based on customers’ unique materials and application

requirements. Choose from single and multi-component systems with options for nearly any assembly process.

Pump Technology: Progressive cavity pump and more traditional piston pump technologies are offered to accommodate a

wide variety of shot sizes and frequencies. Fluid Research progressive cavity pumps ensure the amount of material

delivered per complete rotation, or portion of a rotation, is exact and repeatable. This can be adjusted to any amount of

material delivered singly, repeatedly, or continuously.

Material Management: Temperature, agitation, gas absorption, and isolation must be closely controlled at constant

values to ensure predictable results. Material management systems are designed speci�cally to handle common

dispensing problems that occur due to poor material handling. This includes Standard Material Management Units™,

NeverEmpty Material Management Units™, and pail and drum ram emptying systems.

Accessories: Fluid dispensing accessories are designed for even, accurate mixing of two-part materials such as luer lock

adapters and retaining nuts, completing your meter mix dispense system.

A new addition to Fluid Research, the VersaMix® multi-component meter mix dispense system powered by Sentinel Logic™
software is a unique, dual servo-driven, variable ratio machine created for encapsulation, formed-in-place gaskets (FIPGs), cured-
in-place-gaskets (CIPGs), and other applications that require consistent, repeatable meter mixing. This unique system simpli�es
the meter mix process without sacri�cing performance, �tting seamlessly into any assembly line.

Expert Manufacturing & Engineering

Utilizing a combined 60 years of experience, Fluid Research engineering staff integrates proprietary controls and components to
customize machines for unique formulations and applications in various industries throughout the world. Service technicians
offer training for customer manufacturing engineers and maintenance personnel to ensure success and quality. Customers
bene�t from:

Expert dispensing equipment and automation support, including customized pre-installation inspection, data

maintenance, and in-house training.

Non-standard equipment offerings like versatile gear and piston pump systems.

Customized edge-�ll solutions through a partnership with ResinLab®, a custom formulator of adhesives and

encapsulants.

By engaging with customers beyond the build with ongoing support, the Fluid Research team ensures successful implementation
and long-term maintenance of a liquid control investment.

Custom Solutions

Fluid Research understands the need to build a �nal product that works for unique operations and offers a variety of add-ons to
enhance the abilities of industry-leading products. System add-ons include speed agitators, automated re�lling, �ltration,
mounted dispense valves, heating packages, material management units, programmable vacuum degassing, and more. Reduce
operational costs through decreased labor and repairs, improved safety, waste reduction, and more.

If testing is preferred before making an investment, the Fluid Research team of experienced factory application engineers is
equipped to provide design assistance and coordinate a demo at one of our locations, or a nearby factory installation. After
investment, customer manufacturing engineers are invited to take advantage of training for proper operation and maintenance.

To learn more about liquid dispensing solutions from Fluid Research and connect with the engineering team, visit
�uidresearch.com.

Fluid Research

800-600-3675

contact@ellsworth.com

�uidresearch.com
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ASSEMBLY ESSENTIALS
SMART MANUFACTURING:
SIMPLE OR COMPLEX?

I n a recent survey of manufacturers who haven’t invested or adopted smart technology in their manufacturing, 32% of the
almost 300 survey respondents said that “lack of clear de�nition of the value of smart manufacturing” and 36% mentioned

that they “lacked the skillset to take full advantage of the value of smart manufacturing” these were two of the major barriers to
investing into smart technology.  There are many degrees of complexity in the devices, products, and technology of smart
manufacturing. Your company may even have multiple levels of complexity under the same roof. Let’s look at two applications
with different levels of complexity, ROI, and solution requirements.

First, beginning with the simple application. Assume you are a manufacturer that has an application of pressing a bearing onto a
shaft, it could be for a lawnmower, blender, or some other spinning device that a consumer is purchasing. For simplicity’s sake,
let’s assume thousands are assembled a week. Your process really has two outcomes, either pass, or fail.  By looking at the �nal
press position in relation to the press force of the components and comparing them to set limits, we can tell if a bearing or shaft
is too small, large, or even oriented correctly before leaving the station. The trouble here for the manufacturer is how do you
know, without 100% inspection? By installing a system that can detect the correct force and position of the bearing installation,
such as an electric servo-press with force monitoring, you can detect when the components are not installed correctly, even if
they look to be. Having an operator decide on whether the part has been made correctly is a massive risk for letting a potential
warranty issue leave the plant and reach a customer. Adding a simple smart manufacturing solution here can avoid these issues,
eliminate warranty headaches, and keep your customer reviews at �ve stars.

Now when dialing up the complexity of a system, there is a wide range of smart manufacturing options that could be available.
The base level of “smart” here is still passing or failing a part. But using the data collected during the process might give us some
earlier indications of upstream machining problems. For example, if the average force of the last 10,000 parts assembled is
decreasing, it could mean that the wear of the cutting tool is accelerating more than it should, or someone made an incorrect
offset adjustment. Take a recent application Promess solved by analyzing torque, the data output by the TorquePRO after
assembling a threaded part could detect which machining center of the three being used was which. Using this data, and
monitoring the average torque during the process, the system could tell which parts were going to fail the leak test at the end of
the line. What this meant for the customer was early detection of machining center issues (as well as the system being able to
tell which machining center was at fault) and removing the compounding cost of the bad part as it continued down the line. By
investing the time and capital into these smart processes you’ve not only improved that manufacturing process, as well as both
upstream and downstream operations at the same time but most importantly, you’ve kept bad parts from reaching customers.

Not all applications are made equal. But we know now underinvesting in smart technology without recognizing the true value of
how much capital, scrap costs, machining time, and losing customers could cost you, is a much riskier bet. Don’t be caught in the
36% percent that lack the skill to fully utilize some of this technology you can. Rely on partners that have the capability to provide
simple smart manufacturing solutions but also the expertise and solutions to help you dial up the complexity, if needed.

Promess Inc.

810-229-9334

promess@promessinc.com

Promessinc.com
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ASSEMBLY ESSENTIALS
EFFECTIVE TOOLING FOR
ASSEMBLY AUTOMATION

Improving Cycle Time – Faster machine cycles are being driven to increase the throughput of �nished products. Mechanical
actuators in an automated assembly machine can in�uence a shortened cycle through responding more quickly to commands or
simply by moving faster. Newer electric driven products can help by doing both. Electric signals travel faster than compressed air
through tubing, and motor technology such as linear motors may increase controlled speeds and accelerations/decelerations. Do
not discount pneumatic products though. For example, high speed point-of-use pneumatic valves are often extremely effective
for speed when mounted directly at gripper.

Reorientation of Workpieces – Products being assembled often need to be accessed from every side. To gain access, parts may
need to be �ipped, rotated, or moved as they travel through an automated assembly process. This can sometimes be
accomplished using a robot and a gripper, but physical interferences can get in the way. Stand-alone workpiece reorientation
stations can be easily constructed from standard gripping, rotating, and linear components all pre-designed to mount and work
together. Custom solutions are sometimes employed within gripper �nger tooling to rotate workpieces while captured in the
gripper �ngers and being transported by a robot all in one step.

Planning for Change – Criteria for automated assembly machines can change over the course of its service life. Workpieces
themselves may be updated, or new services or tasks may need to be implemented. To prepare for the future, consider
modularity when choosing componentry to build a machine. For examples: If the gripper force requirement is higher than
expected, will there be a way to increase/decrease it later? If rotation or linear positioning requirements change, can the devices
be adjusted or replaced easily?

The bottom line is that you do not need to reinvent the wheel for every aspect of custom automation equipment. Standardized
solutions are available from component manufacturing experts who are eager to help.

Courtesy of Steven Douglas Corp.

A ssembly tasks often present di�cult challenges to engineers when designing automated machinery. A variety of workpiece
components from the size of tiny circuit board elements to automotive transmissions and beyond are typically fed through

multiple processes such as parts insertion, joining/welding, marking, testing and more. Workpieces are typically �xed to pallets
or nests to maintain strict orientation at every process. Each process is often served by a robot or other motion system. With so
much happening in a small space where fast cycle times are important, and a high-quality �nished product is paramount,
machine engineering work can be overwhelming. The good news is that many automation-component manufactures have
developed proven pre-engineered solutions that save time and costs of developing assembly machinery, while increasing their
reliability. Some of these components are outlined here as an answer to common challenges.

Utilizing Robot Payload – Robots and pick-and-place systems are often a critical part of assembly tasks. They can take up
valuable space and may be pushed to their limits in terms of maximizing speed and payload in their smallest possible size. End
of Arm Tools (EOATs) should also be optimized allowing robots to operate at their top effectiveness. This is especially true in
assembly operations where multiple grippers are routinely utilized to handle several parts at once. This is illustrated in the
picture from Steven Douglas Corp. It is important to work with companies that have a variety of different standard gripping
solutions overlapping the same workpiece size range. Gripper mass, size, �nger travel and force are developed together to
produce families of grippers suited for speci�c jobs. At the same time, it is important to work with partners that understand
�nger tooling design. Gripper �ngers that are well suited to their payload contribute to system reliability and can even produce
better assembled products.

Flexibility and Multitasking – As new organizations begin automating for the �rst time, there is an increasing trend towards
lower volume / high mix production. To answer the call of �exibility, there is a wealth of available quick-change products allowing
tools to be replaced easily at robot wrists, machine tables, and even localized tooling like gripper �ngers. Quick change devices
can be deployed manually by machine operators or built into the automation system with robots or other devices automatically
changing and storing tools for transforming tasks. Robots themselves can even be more easily redeployed as daily jobs vary.

Example of high speed assembly application using all electric actuators

Tom Reek, Vice President of Sales  

SCHUNK
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ASSEMBLY ESSENTIALS
THE VERSATILE, FLEXIBLE AND
EFFICIENT WEISS LS HYBRID

W EISS North America recently introduced the NEW LS Hybrid Linear Transfer System at the 2021 Assembly Show. An
alternative to rotary indexing tables, linear transfer systems allow for faster and easier scaling of production. This is

particularly true with the highly con�gurable and modular LS Hybrid Linear Transfer System from WEISS.

Whether a cam drive, direct drive, freely programmable redirection or belt drive – the LS Hybrid Transfer System is based on a
modular design principle that allows the customer to adapt the system to precisely �t the needs of their speci�c application. This
�exibility allows each module to be implemented with the most appropriate drive technology for maximum precision or dynamics
to �t each particular process step.

Developed with this “hybrid drive” concept in mind, the LS Hybrid offers integrated eCam, linear and belt drive options and is
particularly effective where fast and e�cient tooling carriage transport is required. With the highly customizable WEISS LS
Hybrid, customers can achieve up to 40% shorter cycle times and perform more processes in less space in either a horizontal or
vertical orientation. In addition, the patented eCam Module supports absolute locking without the need and added expense of a
locking unit, providing an optimized motion pro�le and up to 60 cycles per minute, while the highly dynamic linear motion module
is freely programmable, allowing for any stop position.

Compared with a classic pallet transfer system, the LS Hybrid is quick and easy to place into operation via WEISS Application
Software (W.A.S.) and has distinctive characteristics that position this system for �exible and economical production. The
�exible design permits faster assembly stations to be served sequentially, while slower stations can be supplied with
components in parallel, providing a signi�cant reduction in transport times. For production environments that involve a very
nonuniform distribution of processing times between the individual stations, the LS Hybrid can easily compensate for these time
differences.

With a load capacity of up to 10 kg and a tooling carrier size of up to 500 mm, the LS Hybrid provides for a wide component
spectrum, further expanding the scope of its processing capabilities. Due to the mechanical interlock, very high process forces of
up to 1000 N can be applied directly to the tooling carrier without additional support, making it ideal for a press-�t process, for
example.

With the integrated control system and WEISS Application Software (W.A.S.), the drives can be commissioned very quickly and
without any specialized expertise. Format changes and changeover times are also reduced in terms of effort, due to the fact that
the parameters can be directly adjusted with the WEISS Application Software. This allows smaller batch sizes to be
implemented with signi�cantly shorter product throughput times.

Productivity is further increased by enabling simultaneous processing of parts without disrupting the overall production �ow, thus
reducing downtime. The individual decoupling of stations and modules is signi�cantly increased and offers the customer a wide
range of mechanical vertical integration. Versatile, �exible and e�cient - the LS Hybrid elevates manufacturing to greater heights
of pro�tability and productivity.

WEISS North America, Inc.

3860 Ben Hur Ave.

Willoughby, OH 44094

888-WEISSNA (888-934-7762)

info.us@weiss-world.com

https://www.weiss-world.com
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ASSEMBLY ESSENTIALS
A WORLD’S FIRST IN LINEAR
TECHNOLOGY: THE LKE SERIES– 

Flexible – right up to the smallest detail

Furthermore, Zimmer has put a very interesting re�nement forward with its series, which for instance can be used to correct
potential rail tolerances. Typical rail tolerances of ± 0.05 millimeters can be compensated for on an adjustment scale attached to
the product. 

The clamping elements are sealed in accordance with IP64 and feature a �exible cable outlet that enables maximum usage of
installation space, thanks to an adaptable cable guide, thereby minimizing obstacle contours. With these features mentioned
above, the electric clamping elements create the conditions for a high level of �exibility and high machine utilization, while with a
B10d value of 500,000 clamping cycles, they ensure maximum reliability in production.

Electric powered linear axes are the primary areas of application for clamping elements. Thus, by holding the axis via the
clamping element, high process forces which exceed the forces of the linear drive many times over can be absorbed while the
clamping position is maintained. The LKE series is superbly suited for use in applications without a pneumatic or hydraulic
supply, such as in clean room areas or in medical and food processing technology. Further application areas include simple
automation, mechanical engineering and the automotive industry (e.g. autonomous assembly islands).

The mechanical emergency release ensures safety in all situations

All versions offer a mechanical emergency release, which is an important safety feature. If, in an exceptional situation, the
clamping element has to be opened manually when a machine is switched off, this can be accomplished by employing a hex key
with an externally accessible screw. As a result, the clamping element can still be opened even in the event of a power failure,
such as when workpieces still need to be removed during machine downtime.

The LKE type series have made its entry to the market with a selection of four installation sizes. The clamping elements are
available in rail sizes of 15, 20, 25 (size 30 coming up next!) and 35 most popular sizes of leading rail manufacturers,
emphasizing Zimmer Group’s comprehensive product range. 

W ith over four thousand products and more than twenty years of development and market experience, Zimmer Group is
the global leader in linear technology and in the area of clamping and braking on pro�le and round bar guides. When

introducing its LKE series, Zimmer Group demonstrates its innovative strength once again. In contrast to a pneumatic solution,
the LKE series impresses – most notably with its integrated status sensing (open/closed), which is output via digital status
signals. The kinematics are supplied by means of an eccentric shaft with a mechanical self-locking mechanism (bi-stable).
Based on the self-locking functional principle, when closed, the full holding force is sustained in the event of a power drop or
while in a currentless state (e.g. with a system that has been switched off). 

Depending on installation size, the LKE series features a very high holding force of up to 1,800 N, without frequent jamming.
Opening and closing is executed using 24 V DC voltage at a current draw of max. 1.5 A.

The most impressive feature of the new LKE series, however, is its speed. With a closing time of approximately 400 milliseconds
(depending on installation size) – roughly corresponding to a 7-fold improvement in comparison to the predecessor model –
Zimmer Group punctuates its ability to innovate in the area of electric clamping.

Zimmer Group clamping elements feature integrated electronics and can be easily activated by means of digital signals. The
reached positions are output via a pin to secure sensing against broken cables. There is one pin for the open position and one for
the closed. 

Fig 2: Front view of the electric LKE type series

Fig 1: The LKE type series from Zimmer Group clamps electrically

fast electric clamping elements for pro�le rail guides

Zimmer Group US, Inc.

828-855-9722

Sales.us@zimmer-group.com

www.zimmer-group.com
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ASSEMBLY ESSENTIALS
CL SERIES BRUSHLESS
ELECTRIC SCREWDRIVERS

T he CL-Series is an electric screwdriver that is designed for heavy-duty repetitive production and built for reliable proven
performance. The tool ensures accurate precision torque in threaded fastening applications via an automatic shut-off clutch

once preset torque is achieved.

Proven to be a mainstay on many manufacturing �oors due to the combination of safety and longevity, the grip design of the CL
Series helps operators to reduce fatigue caused by long hours of operation.

Among the additional features and bene�ts are:

Brush type motor offers proven performance, extremely reliable

Wide torque range across the series

External torque adjustment

Ergonomic grip design

Tamper proof torque locking nuts available

In-line body style

ESD models available

Pistol-grip attachments and other accessories available

Safe to use with low DC voltage

FREE Power Supply with Electric Screwdriver Purchase

Purchase on www.asg-express.com and receive:

FREE Power Supply

FREE Domestic Shipping & International Freight Allowance

In Stock Guarantee On Express Designated Items

Lowest Price Guarantee

ASG, Division of Jergens, Inc.

(216) 486-6163

asginfo@asg-jergens.com

www.asg-jergens.com
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ASSEMBLY ESSENTIALS
BOSCH REXROTH OFFERS
LATEST FACTORY OF THE
FUTURE TECHNOLOGY

Aluminum Structural Framing: Build anything from simple workstations and �ow racks to complete manual production systems
with Rexroth aluminum structural framing. With dozens of bolt-together connectors available for virtually any load or application,
almost any structure can be quickly assembled without special tools or skills.

EXACT ION & ANGLE EXACT ION Production Tools: Get greater process reliability and reduced production costs with Bosch
Production Tools. Bosch cordless and electric screwdrivers form an advanced family of production tools that make the assembly
process easier, faster, safer and more accurate.

Conveyor and Transport Systems: To help manufacturers increase process quality, productivity and pro�tability, Bosch Rexroth
offers a full range of customizable conveyor and transfer solutions, including ActiveMover, VarioFlow plus and the TS 5 modular
conveyor. Some TS modules are available with a four-week lead time through our TS Express program.

Expert Service: Reduce unplanned downtime over the life cycle of your transport systems and production tools with Bosch
Rexroth services, including �eld preventative maintenance programs that feature regular equipment inspections, adjustments
and replacement of worn parts, as well as conveyor tune-up, transfer media replacement and extended service programs.

From ergonomic workstations to innovative automation platforms, Bosch Rexroth brings intelligent components, customized
solutions and real-world expertise to your most demanding applications.

Learn more at www.boschrexroth-us.com/assemblytechnology.

O ne of the world’s leading suppliers of drive
and control technologies, Bosch Rexroth

provides innovative products and expert solutions,
no matter where you are on your journey to the
Factory of the Future.

As manufacturers work to make their
manufacturing and assembly platforms smarter
and more �exible, Bosch Rexroth provides the
versatile solutions needed for fully connected
applications. From customizable conveyor and
transfer solutions to advanced production tools,
our expert solutions help increase process quality,
productivity and pro�tability.

Bosch Rexroth

1-800-REXROTH

info@boschrexroth-us.com

www.boschrexroth-us.com
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ASSEMBLY ESSENTIALS
DUROFIX PRECISION
FASTENING POWER TOOLS

W ith over 30-year in power tools industry, Duro�x and its parent Mobiletron is extending product portfolio to precision
fastening power tools for automobiles, aerospace, infrastructure, and construction industries.

As a manufacturer ourselves, we fully understand that manufacturing operations always struggle to achieve the best of Quality,
E�ciency and Cost.

Duro�x Pro-Assembly Series power tools are cost-effective, e�cient, high precision fastening solution for all professional
assembly operations.  From Brushless Mechanical Impact to Hydraulic Oil Pulse and Transducerized Sensing, the series offer a
wide torque range, covering from 1 Nm to 700 Nm, and state-of-the-art technologies for various applications and production
setups.  

Precise Torque Controls, achieved by Hydraulic Oil Pulse and Transducerized sensing technologies and Multi-Stages Electronic
Torque Control, delivers error-free production quality.

What’s more? Selected models also equipped with built-in wireless data communication function for plant manager to oversee
and record real-time operation details through iOS devices or existing PLC system.

The ever-growing product family is your best choice of precision fastening.

About Us:
DUROFIX is one of the premier portable power tool manufacturers and distributors in the world. Our product range covers
construction, woodworking, automotive and industrial tools for professionals and enthusiasts alike.

We are part of the publicly traded Mobiletron Group, an electronics company with global operation that owns and applies
advanced lithium-ion battery power management, electronic control systems and brushless motor technologies to produce
state-of-the-art portable power tools.

We are committed to the development of innovative andreliable products and to provide excellent worldwide services in the
Americas,Europe and the Asia-Paci�c.

Duro�x Inc.

909-980 3323

info@duro�x.com

www.duro�x.com
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ASSEMBLY ESSENTIALS
CHALLENGE FEC – ELECTRIC
FASTENING AND PRESS
APPLICATIONS

“C hallenge Us” has been a slogan that FEC has taken to heart ever since we installed the �rst electric nutrunner in North
America back in 1981. That challenge of quality driven innovation marked the end of the air tool era and the start of our

ever-continuous evolution of technology used in our electric fastening and press products. Our history of customer and market
derived challenges along with experience gained along the way has allowed us to offer an ever-increasing line of performance
driven, price competitive products designed around the latest motor and servo technologies.

The AFC3000 Fixtured Electric Nutrunner evolved from over 35years of electric multi-spindle fastening experience providing our
smallest and fastest nutrunners to date.  The high-speed tools with speeds up to 3000rpm, allow for reduced cycle-times for high
productivity assembly processes.  Torque transducers built into each and every tool allows con�dence that fastening accuracy
will be met, maintaining process quality with the ability to save the fastening data for birth history. A broad range of torque tools
are available from 0.8Nm to 5000Nm+.

The HFC3000 electric handheld nutrunner system is based on the same technology and packaged for operator handheld
control.  With a con�guration of tools that range from 10Nm up to 300Nm, all with the same built-in torque transducers, allowing
for consistent accuracy, productivity and quality in a handheld package.

The DSP3000 Enforce digital servo press features an integrated load cell and resolver providing highly accurate closed-loop
control for pressing applications.   Built-in programmable check zones allow in-process inspection and stop the cycle before out-
of-spec parts are produced, reducing scrap. Press methods include pressing to a force, distance, rate increase and decrease,
relative distance and more. Programming every aspect of the press’ movement throughout the cycle couldn’t be simpler with our
easy-to-understand picture-based parameter setup screens.

Do you have a problematic fastening or pressing application?  Challenge us.

FEC Automation Systems

(586) 580-2622

sales@fec-usa.com

www.fec-usa.com
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ASSEMBLY ESSENTIALS
MEET INTERTECH DEVELOPMENT
COMPANY’S TEST ENGINEERING TEAM
AND NEW GAME CHANGER LEAK TEST
TECHNOLOGY

I nterTech Development Company’s deep bench of test engineering talent has been helping companies develop new products
in record time, as well as helping manufacturers of leak-sensitive products triple+ production output.

Get to know InterTech’s best-in-class patented technology:

The InterTech Universal Leak Tester –

-fully automatic set up requires the input of only 2 numbers: test pressure and leak limit

-leak tests families of parts ranging in volumes from several cubic centimeters to 10 liters or more with zero set up time

-leak tests in the range of 1 sccm or higher depending on speci�c application requirements

-test pressure ranges of 2kPa (0.3 psig) to 200 kPa (29 psig) are standard

-features an INTERTECH EARLY PASS OPTION™ for even faster test cycle times

-manual regulator is available as a lower cost option

MED75 MULTI-FUNCTION TESTER

InterTech Lean Test® for 50% Decrease in Leak Test Costs

InterTech has developed methods to speed leak testing up to 50%, in many applications. This proven technology has put
numerous customers’ leak testing processes in the fast lane and eliminated production bottlenecks worldwide.

InterTech Development Company is ready to help your company achieve the highest leak and functional test standards and
signi�cantly impact your bottom line.

Schedule an appointment to discuss your speci�c testing application challenges.

Superior patented mass �ow sensors combined with optimized circuit designs and �xtures eliminate the errors inherent in
pressure test methods.

Unlimited combinations of testing: �ow; leak; burst; pressure; temperature; creep; and more.

Documented 97% reduction in leak test cycle times.

All testing is 21 CFR Part 11 data integrity compliant.

Ethernet IP Capable for seamless integration with all plant quality assurance systems

InterTech Development

7401 N. Linder Avenue

Skokie, IL 60077

847-679-3377

sales@intertechdevelopment.com

www.intertechdevelopment.com
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ASSEMBLY ESSENTIALS
SLIP RINGS FOR ROTARY INDEX
TABLE APPLICATIONS

F or many rotary index table applications that are more than two stations and are required to go in a continuous direction
there needs to be something to allow for air, electric power, communication or a combination of the three.  In the situations

where tooling �xtures require pneumatics, a simple single or multi-port air union can be su�cient.  By utilizing a pneumatic valve
bank the single port air union can most cost effective method to bring air to the individual �xtures.    If signal communication is all
that is required to operate your valve bank, electrical slip rings can be purchased with low voltage �ying leads.   This is a very low
cost solution to operating a valve bank on top of the rotary dial table. If some type of communication protocol is necessary most
electrical slip rings have the ability to transmit many forms of communication from Ethernet, Pro�net, Pro�bus , Device Net and
CanBus. Motion Index Drives offers a wide variety of standard slip rings that can transmit the above mentioned communication
protocols.  It is important than when choosing a slip ring with communication capabilities such as Ethernet that the connecting
wires landed in the slip ring are twisted pairs.  By having twisted pairs reduces the probability of outside noise interference that
will interrupt communications and cause unnecessary faults and downtime.  

Rotary index tables with provision to run wires and hose through center of housing and have a stationary center column for
mounting are ideal for slip ring applications.  This will provide a compact package and avoid the need to mount slip rings and air
unions from overhead or externally.  Motion Index Drives RT and TMF series index tables are offered in many sizes and all
models have center stationary columns to mount slip rings and rotary unions.

Motion Index Drives 

1204 East Maple Troy Mi 48083

877-978-1830

info@mid.us.com

www.motionindexdrives.com
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ASSEMBLY ESSENTIALS
CRIMPCENTER 64 SP – PRODUCE
FASTER, MORE PRECISELY, MORE
COST EFFECTIVELY

W ith the CrimpCenter 64 SP you not only produce more precisely, quality consciously and between 8 and 14 percent faster,
the latest fully automatic crimping machine from Schleuniger has also been designed with a focus on achieving your

production goals more cost effectively. The innovative, fully automatic crimping machine provides you with a signi�cant cost-per-
lead advantage of 5 percent compared to its predecessor, remarkably e�cient setup times, as well as numerous innovations
that have a positive effect on your work process and daily routine.

The CrimpCenter 64 SP processes wires with conductor cross sections from 0.13 to 6 mm² and features the latest quality
assurance options such as SmartDetect, WireCam 2.0 and the Guided Feasibility Study. Other innovations include application-
speci�c default values for process parameters, automatic control of the pneumatic pressure of conveyor belts and gripper
systems, a sophisticated straightening unit and a newly developed roller design for very thin, demanding cables! And the new
Dual ToolingShuttle allows for terminal changeovers in about 30 seconds and minimizes �oor space.

These features qualify the CrimpCenter 64 SP as a �rst-class machine for complex and high-precision production with high
quality requirements. In addition, the sophisticated network technology allows the integration of numerous quality assurance
options, ensuring transparency and traceability of important production data and relevant information.

Schleuniger, Inc.

(603) 668-8117

sales@schleuniger.com

schleuniger.com
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